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A BSTRA CT

observations of virgin queens, rnated queens, and worker

bees in one -f:arne observation hives weïe rnade to provide rr.rore

inforrnation about the behaviour of queens and. worker bees, and to

investigate the problerns which may be encountered in the establish-

ment of multiple-queen colonies. The behaviour of gueens andworker

bees was observed under the following three conditions: (r) when

there was one queen in a hive, (zl when there \Ã/ere two queens of

the same kind in a hive, and (3) when there was one queen, with a

set of queen ce[1s containing queen brood of different ages, in a hive.

lffhile moving anìong worker bees in thehive a virgin

queen displayed both non-aggressive and aggressive behaviour while

a rnated queen displayed only non-aggressive behaviour. 'W-orker

bees displayed non-aggressive and aggressive behaviour towards both

virgin and mated queens, Generally, older worker bees displayéd

various kinds of behaviour towards both kinds of queens rnore fre-

quently than did younger worker bees. No regular sequence, in

behavioural patterns of virgin queens, mated queens, and worker

bees, was found. The number of times each type of behaviour was

displayed, and the length of time spent by the virgin queens, the

mated queens, or the worker bees in perforrning each type of



behaviour was also recorded.

The stings of virgin and rnated queens $/ere clipped in

soffìe experiments. \fhen two virgin, or two rnated queens, (with

clipped, or unclipped, stings) met each other they usually fought by

pawing, holding, biting, and attempting to sting each other, but

only one queen was ever killed. The virgin queens appeared to be

as aggressive as the rnafed queens" The worker bees, especially

the otder ones, reacted aggressively towards any pair of queens
I

introduced to their hive and usually balled and killed one of them.

The balling behaviour of worker bees, the cause(s) of balling, and the

problerns concerning the establishrnent of rnultiple-queen colonies

are discussed.

Both virgin and rnated queens attacked queen cells by

rnaking holes through the walls of the cells. They spent ûìore tirne

attacking the capped queen cells than they did the uncapped ones.

Although virgin qu.eens preferred attacking capped queen cells rnated

queens showed no preference. The behaviour of worker bees towards

queen cells is a[so discussed.

Preliminary experiments \Mere done to investigate why

queens attaclc gueen cells" The results suggest that the odour of the

queen pupae and/or of other related rnaterials (e. g. food, faeces,

i.t:,.L



cocoons, etc. ) inside queen cells rnay stimulate queens to attack

[hern.

The follo*irg are new observations mad.e during the

course of this study: (1) offering (food) behaviour displayed by virgin

and rnated queens towards worker bees, (z) holding, holding - biting,

holding - biting - stinging behaviour displayed by virgin queens towards

worker or drone bees, (3) ttbegging'r (food) and receiving (food) be-

haviour displayed by worker bees towards virgin and mated. queens,

(4) the rnethod queens used to kill each other, i.e. the'rvictorious'r

queen inserts her sting through the membrane around the base of

the coxa of any leg of her rival queen, and (5) the difference in

the preference of virgin queens and of mated queens in attacking

different kinds of queen cells.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODU CTION

under norrnal conditions a honey bee colony is a ñrono-

gynous society consisting of one gueen, several hundred drones, and

20,000-60,000 worker bees. A new queen ís reared by worker bees

when the old queen dies or becornes injured, or during the swarrning

period. 'The number of queen cells reared under the srvarming

impulse is generally higher than the nurnber of queen celLs reared

under the emergency or supeïsedure irnpulses. Although rnore than

one queen is usually produced in a colony, eventua[y oniy one queen

survives. In cases of supersedure or swarrning the rnother an,l

daughter queens rnight live and work together for a short period of

time, particularly during inclement weather when the swarrn cannot

leave the hive

It is well known that when virgin queens rneet one

another they fight vigorously. Many researchers (e. g. Huber, tB14;

Park, L952; Butler, l)54a, 1975; Gary, 1975],have reported that the

?tvictoriousrt queen kills her rirfal queens either by fighting (if they

have already emerged frorn the queen cells) or by chewing holes in

the queen cells and stinging the ernerging queens inside the cells.



l. I The Problern

Onty a few, rather brief, descriptions exist in the

literature about how rival queens (virgÍn or'rnateci) engage each other. .,. ., Ä¡ürircrLr¡rt' d.uLrt¡L tr(J'w flvAl queens tvlfgln Of maEe(f) engage e¿(

.rin battl.etl, how a gueen kitls her rival, or how gueens treat gueen

cells containing queen brood of various ages" Such information would
't. ..t. .:.,".:':: proVide a better understanding of social behaviour fundarnental to thet, t 

'

.. :::.;:r:, survival of a honey bee colony. As well , it may provide a means of

.: .:......

establishing multiple-queen colonies u¡trich would allow honey bee

' Populations to be built up quickly for specific nectar flows and/or for

the pollination of specific cornrnercial crops.
l

l

" 2 Scope q!,Þ!udy

This study was done'using observation hives containing
I

worker bees, and concerned the behaviour of one newly emergedvirgin

queen, of two newly emerged virgin gueens towards each other, and
'..: . :.i
.- .:'.:. ..: ì :_;1 

.. . ._-.:':

, ,, of one newly emerged virgin queen towards various kinrls of queen
:: .:..ta.
:.I.- .-..-:rii '::' cells" The above study was repeated using young mated queens. In

addition, the behaviour of worker bees of known ages towards the

queens and the qtleen cells in each of the above experiments was
,.:, 

,,.., 
t.,

': ::'. 'r studied" Their behaviour and behavioural patterns ri¡ere carefutly

observed, analyzed, described, and compared. Moreover, pre-

timinary experiments were done to fnvesE,igate why queen cells are

,ti-¡t.;i.:-:{.t.:;,; :-..,: :¡::í,:ji:Í.:21:'Ê



attacked by virgin or mated queens

Because this study required many virgin queend, mated

queens¡ ând quecn cells, r also investigated various methods of

rearing queens and storing them.



CHAPTER Z

LITERATURE REVIEl,V

z.L Behaviour of a Queen and lMorker Bees in a singre-eueen

Colony

Z.l"L Behaviour of a Virgin eueen

After emerging from her celr, the virgin queen disprays

various types of behaviour. Bufler (l954al found that a queen feeds

herself with honey contained in the combs or is fed by worker bees

soon after she emerges from her cell. Solodkova (195g) observed

tha't a queen moves quickly over the cornbs during the first two days

atter ernerging frorn her cell but later she is slower and. rests rrìore

frequently on the combs. Hamrnann (1958) reported that during the

first few days of her life the queen arways runs a\May frorn worker

bees in the hive. However, if she is not disturbed, the queen

usually wanders within the brood aïea of the colony (Butler, r954al.

lvhen she is about three days old, if attacked by worker bees, the

queen raises her body, stands on her third pair of legs, and strikes

the attacking worker bees with her thorax and fore-Iegs (Harnïrìann,
'l

1958). At this age, the queen also opens and vibrates the tip of her

4



,. ..: .-- : ì'. . .-l

rl'::'

5

abdornen and, occasionarty dips it into some worker cells for short

periods of time; Hammann (1958) suggested that this indicates that

the queen is now sexually mature"

-When a colony rears more than one gueen at a time,
rrpipingtt sounds are usuail.y heard from both the newly emerged

virgin queens and the virgin queens which are about to ernti:rge from

their cells (Butler, L954a, 19751" Snodgrass (1925) and Bug.er (I9S4a)

suggested that the piping sounds are produced when a queen vibrates
'

small sclerotized pLates located at the wing bases urithout actually

spreading the wings" simpson (1964) concluded thatthe piping sound

is radiated through the comË when the queen presses her thorax

against it" Butler (,I954a, 19?5) wrote that virgin queens locate

each other by their piping sourds. Huber (lBl4), llarnmann (195g)

and Butle r (Lg75) found that the piping sound.s of a queen atso stop a1l

activities of the worker bees around her"

2.!"2 Behaviour of a Mated Queen rvV:ile 'W'andering in the

Cotony

The most important function of a mated queen is the

laying of eggs. A mated queen usual.ly starts Laying eggs on the

second to fourth day after her last successful mating flight (Park,

t952; Butler, L9-54al. Gary (19?5) stated that some mated queens

ì,1

: t.:ì :l
.:, :,.1



Lay as earl'y as 14 hours after mating. Builer (r9s4a) observecl

that, in searching for clean celrs for raying eggs, the queen usuarly

rnoves at random within the area on the comb which the worker bees

have prepared for her. park (Lg5Zl, Builer (I9T5l, and Gary (I925)

stated that the queen examines each cell before laying in it.

Generally, the queen spends 9 - LZ seconds in laying an egg

(i.e. pushing her abdornen into a cell, depositing one egg, and with-

drawing the abdomen fromthe ceil) (Gary, tg7Sl. Butler (t9S4a)
i

suggested that worker bees control the rate of. egg laying of the queen

by ffexpanding and contractingrr the brood are¿:, in the colony according

to the season. Chauvin (1956) reported that, during the active

season, external conditions do not aff.ectthe rate of egg laying of

the queen but that the quantity of food which worker bees feed the
',

queen does.

2.1"3 Brehaviour of \{orker Bees Towards a Virgin and a

Mated Queen

Generally¡ worker bees pay little or no attention to the

newly emerged virgin queen (Butler, L954a, 1975; Hammann, 1958;

Solodkova, 1958). Harnmann (1958) observed that from the second

or third hour after the queen ernerges from her cell the worker bees

touch, Iick, and feed the queeni they also display certain types of



7

behaviour towards the queen in order to stirnulate her to fly. The

types of behaviour described by Hammann (1958) are trernbling

movernents, rocking rnovernents, pulling rnovements, clinging

movements, rolling the queen over and, fromthe third day of the

queenrs life, a piping rnovement; the trembling movernent occurs'

much more frequently than do the other types of behaviour.,

Harnmann (1958) also found that the moïe the worker bees treat the

gueen in the above manner the earlier the queen takes her first
i

exploratory flight.

The behaviour of worker bees to-*,¡rds an introduced

virgin queen has also been studied in cages outside hives. Various

types of behaviour, some of which'weïe similar to those described

by Hammann (1958), were observed; Yadava (1970) narned and

described the following four types of aggressive behaviour:

threatening, seizing, pulling, and stinging. Velthuis (Ig7Zl

classified six types of behaviour: avoidance, aggression, offering

food., feeding, retinue behaviour, and negligence.

Several authors have studied the aggressive behaviour

of worker bees of different ages towards queens. Harnrnann (1957,

t958) found that in J., ob"..vation hive older worker bees dispLay

agglessive behaviour towards the virgin queen fitore frequently than



do younger worker bees. Szabo and Townsend (L9741 observed that

caged worker bees of different ages displayed aggressive behaviour

'ztow¿rrds ari introduced virgin'queen and founcl Èhat -or¡orker bees , ,,
,t._-:._.1 ;

14 days old are the most aggressive"

Occasionalty a newly introduced, or an established gueen, 
; . .::.:'..-..

,:,-is rlballed'r by worker bees (Huber, 1Bl4; Ailen, 1956)" 'W.alton and j'ì,..:i.¡,
.' :, ' 

,:l-,:

''smith {Lg69l defined the baLr.ing behaviclur of worker bees as ,rthe 
,,i-.....,

holding, abdomen inflecting, or stinging behaviour of a clustered

group of workers'r" Yadava (19?0) stated that baLting occurs when

many worker bees display one or rnoïe of the Joilowing aggressive I

l
;

.behavioural patterns towards the queen: threatening, seizing,

puliíng, and stinging" Huber (1814) observed that if a mated gueen
l

I
is introduced into a colony that has been gueenress for less 

, ,

than 24 hours she will be balled by the worker bees. \4ralton and

Smíth(1970) concl-uded that u¡orker bees ball a newly introduced i,.,,,,,,,,,.,,
''t:-:-_ :

queen because they are stimulated by the queen pherornones pro- :,:,','.'-'

'duced frornthe queenls mandibular glands. The cause(s) of balling '::':'::'

of an establishe<Í mated queen in the colony (not disturbed by any

means) is'unknown (Allen, 1956)" Huber (1814) reported that most 1, ,...,;.,,.:
;:.::.'1:::;.-i

of the queens which are balled eventuatly die. He postulated that the

t¡alled queens probably die from starvation and/or suffocation but
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not from being stung by the bal,ling ç'orker bees. llinnick et al.

(19671 reported that worker bees always batl and kill a virgin or

a mated g$een r'..'!rich is introduced into a queenri.ght cotony. .

Ribbands (19S9)stated that when tr.ro queenright colonÍes are unítert the

worker .bees may balt both rnated queens for some tirne; eventually

-they kill one queen and releace the other. In establishingmultiple-

queen colonies, Lensky et al. (19?0) foundthat worker bees ball ancl

kitl att but one of the introduced. queens.
iì Solodkova (1958) reported that, from the second day of

the r-irgin queenrs [ife, '10 - r5 worker bees form a rlcourtrr

(a circl.e) around the queen when she rernains still on the comb; a

court of:u¡orker bees is usually seen around a mated queen (Butler,

L954al" Taranov and rvanova (19461, Butler (19 54a1, Bufler et ?1.

(1973), and solodkova (1958) found thatthe bees forrning a court d^o

not fotlow the queen for long vdren she moves; the bees which are

nearest to the queen form a new court each tirne the queen stops

moving" Taranov and Ivanova (L946) reported that the court around

a mated queen usually consists of IO - L? ntlrse bees ( i. e.

worker bees 3 - f 3 days otd). Alten (1957) found that the number of

worker bees forming a court around a one-year old mated queen

varies with the activity of the gueen; the mea,n number in the summer
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was six while the queen was moving over the comb, eight when Laying,

and ten when stationary. Atten (1960) also found that the ages of the

bees formirig a court varies from a few hours to sz clays

other than forming a circte around the queen, most of

the attendant bees examine the queen with their antennae, with

some licking her.body (especially ilre abd.omen) with their tongues,

and, some feeding her (Butler, 19S4a, L9S4b; Allen, 1955;

Solod.kova, 1958)" Alten (1955) reported that attend.ant bees, between
j

a few trours and 36 days old, examine the mated queen with their

antennae" Allen (19SS, 1960) concluded, frorìi her observations,

that attendant bees of any age tick their mated gueenc Bufler ,

(1954b) found that an attendant bee spent an average of 3I.3

seconds examining the mated gueen and 66.I seconds licking her"

Allen (1960) found that attendant bees, which feed a mated queen,

are younger than those examining or licking her; most of them are

two to four days old. Al.l.en (1955) also found that the duration of

feeding is not related to the age of the feeding bees. She recorded Èhat

the average duration of each feeding period was t+7t2.6 seconds. rn

addÍtÍon to Lhe above bêhaviour, some worker bees (most of ç¡hich are

ZZ ^ ?8 days ol.d) rrshakett the mated queen during the first few

days after she starts taying eggs, and during sv/arm preparations

L::: ::: _ 
ai

i; :- '':i.if :
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(Ailen, 195gl. The description of shaking behaviour d.escribed by

Allen ttgsq) is similar to t]nat of trembling behaviour described

by Hamrnann (i957, 1958)"

2.2 Behaviour. of eueens. Towards Each.Other

rt is well known that when two queens (eithervirgin or

mated queens) meet each other fighting between theirr usually

occurs. Huber (1814) wrote that both queens run towards each

other and fight, and sting each qther. He reported that only one

queen is usually killed in the fighting; if both queens have an equal

opportunity to sting each other during the fighting (which could result

in the death of both) they separate frorn each other imrnediately.

He observed that the victorious queen kills her rival by first holding

its wing base with her mandibles and then bending her abdornen in

such a v¡ay that she can sting her rival. ]Iowever, Lensky et al.

(1970), in their studies about the behaviour of virgin queens towards

eachotherwithoutthepresenceofworkerbees,foundthatboth

queens in one experirnent died in cornbat. Butler (r954al observed

that a virgin queen kills her rival by inserting her sting through the

soft membranes located between the segments of various parts of

the body. Dines (1968) and Lensky et al" (1970) added that the sting

goes through the membranes between the abdominal segments.
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Huber (lBr4) reported that the worker bees take no part

in the kitling of the extra queen; when the queens separate from

each other the worker bees ciuster around each queen but clisper.se

when the two queens rene\Ã/ their combat. Lensky et ar. (I9?0), in

their attempts to set up multiple-queen colonies, found. that the

worker bees always ball and kilr the extra queens. Minnick et aL.

('L967) reported results simirar to those of Lenskv g! at. (rg7ol

when they introduced a virgin or a mated queen into a queenright

observation hive.

The behaviour of two queens tow¿lrds each other, in the

absence of worker bees, has been studied by several researcher::s,

e.g. Lensky et al. (lg7}'), \,Vaikakut (1Çll), and Szabo and Srnith

(1973). riV'aikakui (1973) reported. that virgin queens display two rypes

of behaviour towards each other: aggressive and non:aggïessive

behaviour. The aggressive behaviour disprayed by one or both

queens is sirnilar to that reported by Huber (I814). The non-
;:::r ,r,:::,:

aggressive behaviour consists of examining, licking, begging food,

and offering (food). Lensky et aL. (1970) put two rnated queens

together in a cage and observed. that the queens beg and offer food .,t ;,,,,,,,,
;:i,: :í.,.¡r.¡,

to each other. Szabo and Smith (tgZZ) reported that, in addition to

aggressive and non-aggressive behaviour, one or both virgin queens

i.ii.r:::"i:jr::.i
i -:: .:.,, ¡-.
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display avoidance behaviour by d.ischarging faeces during the first

attuck; some pairs which dispr.ayed this behaviour stopped fighting

compLetely. Szabo and. Smith (19?3) also found that the aggression

of virgin queens is not related to their previous fighting experience

or their weights; usuarly the victorious queen is the one which

attacks her rival first. 'W'aikakul (lg73) observed that the queen

had more opportunity of winning the fight if she courd hord the wing

base of her rival \Ã¡ith. her rnand.ibles and bend her abdornen to sting

the venter of her rivalts thorax around the bases of the coxaeo

under certain circurnstancesr ellêêns live peacefur.ly

together in the same colony. Huber (I814) found that when he re-

moved the antennae frorn a normal queen and. a drone laying queen

they lived together without fighting. Kovtun (L94,g) introduced many

(4-8) one and one-half year old rnated queens with clipped wings into

a colony of emerging worker bees! the queens fought at first but in

time they accepted each other and laid eggs in the hive. Kelsall

(1940), Taranov (I9St), and Ribbands (1953) reported that,after

supersedure, an old queen and her daughter queen co-habit for

some tirne. Mathis (I95Zl found that many virgin queens (Âpis

rnellifera Punica) in his two observation hives lived together without
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Eerioue fighting for over two weeks after enìergence frorn their cel.l.s.

Anderson (1960) observed that when the sting tips of queens rvere

:aûlPutated before their intrcducticn into the.same observation hive ' : :ì
,':j-.-.:: ..:).

'Ìthe gueens tolerated each oth,errar.though they fought initially.

skirkyavichyus (1965) reported that pairs of queens of the same age 
,::.,,,

'and condition (virgin'or mated), introduced into a rrboxtr of *¡rorker 
',,:,: 

.,,'' 
':l: l: :

:bees, always fight until one is killed, but those of different ages and t;..:.,,,,,
,-, -,,,,.,,

cond'itions do not" Minnick 
"t +!. (ylOZ) introduced. virgin or rnated

1

queens into queenright observation hives and found that the established

gueens and the introduced virgin queens show- ro hostility torvards

each other

l

Worker bees ïnay react in one of two ways towards 
i

other queens in the same 
"otor,y, acceptance or rejection. only 

I

Huber (IS14) and Kovtun (1949) reported. that worker bees accept

more than one queen present in each colony without showing any sign 
i,1¡.,,,, 

.,:

of hostility. The majority of researchers have found that worker .,,,,,.,,,.-,.
',:':::'

bees consistentty kill all but one queen present in the same colony

(Smith, L9Z3t Anderson, 1960; Lensky and Darchen, L963¡

Skirkyavichyus, L965; Lensky et al", 1970). 
i-,lj¡.,i.

he co-existence of queens in the absence of worker

bees has been studied extensively. A report in Bee lü'orld
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(Anonymous , Lg72I mentioned that many virgin queens -ds not attack

one another v¡hen they rneet outside their hives in a rnating cage.

Gary g! 3!: (IgOl ) observed that mated, queens couid adapt to each

other if they are placed head to adbomen in a small cyLind::ical cage

for gO minutes. Lensky et at. (1920) and Ried.el and Btum (1g7?l
--

reported that pairs of mated gueens fight less aggressively and for

a relatively shorter period of timethan do pairs of virgin queens.

Szabo and Smíth (L9731 observed that aggfes,sion between pairs of

gueens of different ages and conditions (virgin or mated) is far less

than.that between pairs of queens of the same,age and ccncition.

Riedel and Blum (L97Zl found that pairs of virgin or mated queens

do not fight with each other when their antennae have been arnputated

or masked with some volatiLe fl.uids such as citral and vanilla

extract.

Several experiments have been carried out to investigate ,,.,,,,.,.
:.: ',',.t,

what factors stirnulate queens to display aggressive behaviour towards 
,:,.i.:..

,:_: ::

each other. Velthuis (I961) reported that pairs of queens, with their

mandibular glands rernoved, always fight with each other but those which

trave theÍr mandibuLar glands removed and their abdominal tergites 
L:,.,,;..,.,::ìr -

.covered 
with nail polish d.o not" He suggested that secretions from

the dermal glands associated with the tergites of the queenrs abdornen
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might act as reteasere for the aggressive behaviour of other gueens.

Lensky et'aI.. (19?O) found t.'at aggresslve behaviour in a queen is

stirnulaied by volatil.e substances produced ,tr*'the sting giands of

other queens.

2"3 Behaviour cf Queens and lVorker. Bees Towards eueen Cells

Besides fighting with other adult queens, both virgin

and matecl queens display aggressive behaviour towards queen cells

containing immature queens (Huber, l8l4); he reported that uiren

queens attack capped queen cells they usualLy bite holes through the

walls of the cells neax their bases and sting the emerging queens

within the celts. He observed th¿t the queens do not attempt to sting

the pupae inside the cell.s. Butler (L954a, L97Sl reported. this same

phenomenon and also observed that virgin queens seldom attack

uncapped gueen cells. Dines (1968) and Eckert and Shaw (L9??,1

reported that a virgin qtleen attacks a queen celt by making a hole

through the side of the cell and stinging the immature queen inside;

however, lhey did not specify the developmental stage of the victirn.

Butler (1975) observed that a virgin queen may nor attack a queen

cell the first tinre that she locates it" Alten (1956) found that un-

capped queen cells in a colony which is preparing to s\¡/arm are

attacked by the mated queen of the colonyi the queen tears the watl
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of the cetl apart but does not sting the larva inside.

lV'orker bees also displ.ay certain behavioural patterns

Èowards queen cells. Huber (1sr4) observerl úhat worker bees con-.

tinue to destroy a damaged queen cell and its contents after a virgin

(or mated) queen has finished attacking it. Huber (tg14) also foun<i

that ç-hen gueenless worker bees perceive the presence of a newly

introduce<í mated queen they destroy all of the queen cells (uncapped)

present in the colony. Butler (1925) stated that worker bees some_

times destroy certain queen cells which are not attacked by the

virgin queen; he did not, however, specify the type of gueen celis

destroyed

In ad.dition to aggressive behaviour, worker bees dis-
'

play non-aggressive behaviour towards queen cells. All.en (1956)

noticed that worker bees rebuild the uncapped queen cells bitten by

a mated queen. Butler (1954a, L9751 reported that sornetimes

worker bees repair the damage done to capped queen cells by a

virgin queen. It has also been reported that during the swarming

period worker bees protect other queen cells from attacks by the

first virgin queen to emerge by clustering around the cells (Butl.er,

1954a; Gary, t9?5)"

'.: ::

I 1:: l-i. ll

Vfaikakut (1973) studied the behaviour of virgin queens
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towards queen cells in the absence of worker bees. He found t.,'at a

queen shows no rigid pattern in attacking a set of queen ce[s con-

taining queen brood of different ages. Flowever, a queen attacks

only the capped queen cells of each set. ln add.ition, she also attacks

empty capped queen cefls previousry containing queen pupae regard-

less of whether the cells are oriented vertically or horizontally.



CHAPTER 3

GENERAL METHODS

3. I Rearing of Queens

Methods for rearing queens are basic to this study. The

system used to rear queens was adapted from that described by

Laidlaw and Ecke fi {L9621and from the systems used, by queen

breeders inthe southern u. s.A" eueen rearing for this study was

done from late June to late August in 1923, Lg74, and l9?5 on the

University of Manitoba campus. Four breeder colonies,k and twelve

erqueenright'¡ (i" e" with a queen) cell building colonies,kr,. were used.

All hives used for this study were of the ten-frame Langstroth type.

All colonies were headed by Startine hybrid queens

obtained from Texast<*:F. Each breeder colony consisted of one box

(or chamber) containing bees, food, and a single-frame queen

*A breeder colony is a colony lvhich provides a frame of young larvae
for queen rearing"

f*A cell building colony is a colony '"vhich constructs queen cells from
the wax queen cell cups containing young larvae.

*rt*Vleaver Apiaries, Route l, Navasota, Texas ??868, U.S.A.

r9
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excluder where a breeder queen was confined (Figure 1), An empty

dark drawn comb was put into the singre-frame queen excruder every

fourth day so that youn g ïarvae of the same age would be available

f.ot grafting'r. cell buil.ding colonies consisted of two boxes (or

chambers) with the queen confined to the bottorn box by means of a

queen exclud.er. The bottom box was filled with empty combs and

frames of emerging and capped brood. Frames of. graÍted cerls \Mere

put into the centre of the top box; it also contained frarnes of un-.'.
capped brood. The youngest brood was placed next to the grafted

cells, while combs of honey and pollen \¡/eïe p;aced next to the two

side walls. Queen cells were started and finished in the same cell

buiiding colony, as ïecommended. by Roberts (IÇ6g). The cell

building colonies were examined once a week, at which time combs

of uncapped brood from the bottom box were exchanged for cornbs

of ernerging brood of the top one. Any queen cells which had been

built on the cornbs by the bees \Mere also removed. at this time to

prevent swarming and the destruction of any grafted queen cells by

virgin queens which rnight emerge from them.

,kGrafting is the process of transferring young
cells into artificial wax queen cell cups by
needle called a lrgraftingrr hook.

larvae from worker
using a small curved
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FIGURE 1: A BREEDER COLONY
QUEEN EXCLUDER.

A. Queen excluder.

WITH A SINGLE-I'RAME
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Graf.tiîg \ ¡as done every day during the first week of

queen rearing. LaLer on it was done every day except Saturday and

Sunday in Ëhe summer of. I973, every other day in the surnrner of

L974, and every fifth day in the surnrner of 1975.'Tlne equipment

used for graf.ting is shown in Figure Z. Ten wax queen cell cups

'were attached., at one inch intervals, on each wood.en bar. The cell

cups v/ere "primedrr just before grafting with a royai jelly and dis-

tilled water mixture (1:1 by volume) using an eye dropper.

.According to Laidlaw and Eckert (I962l, Vagt (1955), and Biiash

(1963), good quality queens can be produceo frorn 12-18 hour old

larvae; therefore, young Iarvae, under 1B hours old, were

used in atl grafts. A cornb of young larvae, frornthe breeder colony,

was placed in an adjustable frarne holder with a fluorescent light

placed above it (Figure Z). A young larva was transferred frorn a

worker cell onto the drop of royal jelly in each cell cup using a

grafting needle. The bar of grafted cells was then placed in a bar-

holding frarne (see Figure 3) by hanging the cells downwards; one bar

of grafted cells was given to each ceII building colony.

On thê eighth day after grafting the ripe cells were

transfe::red frornthe ce11 building colonies into an incubator (at

J-O
30 ! Z C and Z0 - B0 % R.H. ). They were hung downwards within
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Z" EQUIPMENT USED T'OR GRAFTING

A. I-luorescent light

B. Cornb of young larvae

C. Adjustable frarne holder

D. Bars of wax cell cups

E. Roya1 jelly

F. Eye dropper

G. Grafting needle

H. Bar holding f rarne

F'IGURE



FIGURE 3. A BAR-HOLDING T'RAME WTTI-I GRAI'TED CELLS.
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glass viaLs and left Lhere until eûrel.getfce. The virgin queens usually

emerged on Lhe twelfth or thirteenth clay afteI. gr:afting. Both the

queen cells and the adull queens reared by the above rnethod we1.e

used tn'""*::::"' 

.ïr;r" rnared queens, a number or rnating

nuclei,i. \ffere set up in the apiary. Each rnating nucleus, which had

a dirnension of 13 crn x 49.5 cm x 24 crn, could accornrnodate three

standard frarnes (Figure 4). one frarne of brood in every stage of

developrnent (i. e. eggs, larvae, pupae)' one frarne of food (honey

andpollen),andonefrarneofemptydarkdrawncornbwerepuiinto

each nucleus; apProxirnately 0'5 kg queenless bees were then added

tothenucleus.Thepreparednucleiwereplacedaroundtheedgeof

the apiary so that the virgin queens frorn the nuclei would have

arnple opportunity to encounter d'rones frorn the apiary'

The nuclei were left queenless for three d'ays' On the

fourth day, after destroying any ernelgency queen cells that rnight

havebeenconstructedonthefaceofthecornbs,anadultvirginqueen'

twotothreedaysold,andrearedbythernethodpreviouslymentioned,

¡t A rnating nucleus is a rniniature hive into which attriperrqueen

cell is introduced. The virgin queen eÏrÌerges from her cell in

the nucleus, flies out, mates in the air, and returns to the nucleus'
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T.IGURE 4. THREE_FRAME
NUCLEI.

STANDARD LENGTH MATING
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\¡/as caged in a queen mailing cage" The cage rvas then introduced

into the nucleus and left there for two days to allow the worker bees

in the nucleus +,o becorne "farniliartr,¡¡ith the craeen before she rvas

released. Normally, if the weather was favouïable (i. e" ternper-

o
ature over ZS C with afternoon sunshine), the virgin queen would

rnatewith.in 10 - 12 days after she was released from the cage' The

presence of eggs and larvae in the worker cells indicated thai the

gueen was rnated. The rnated queen was then caged and stored using

the rnethod described below. After rernoving the rnated queen from

the nucleus, it rr,'as lefi queenless for two days before a nelv virgin

queen was introduced. to it"

3"7" Storage of Queens

Bothvirginandrnatedqueens.werestoredusingthe

method devised by Edwards and Poole t19?1)" However, instead of

using their special storage box, an ordinary brood charnber box'

with its bottorn closed by a sheet of plywood' was used (Figure 5)'

Before pl.acing queens on the box, three frarnes of e-merging brood,

which.u/ere covered with bees, (without a queen) rx'e::e rernoved frorn

aqueenrightcolony,andputintolhebox;apieceofwirescreen

(3-mmrnesh)wasthenplacedontopofthebox(Figure5}"Queens,

v¡hich ïr.¡ere to be stored, were placed singty over the screen under



FIGURE 5" A QUEEN BEE STORAGE UNIT.
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invertecl clear pLastic cups (top cliameter 43 rnm, bottom cliarneter

36 rnrn, height 25 rnrn). The side of each cup was coverecr over so

that ihe stored queens could noL see each other. A 909 ml (32 fluicl

ounces) glass jar with a perfora[ed cap was inverted over Lhe colony

and used as a feeder. IL was fillecl with a 50 percent sugar syrup

solution with Furnidit B and Terramycin (Z grn of each per litre of the

syrup) added to prevent Nosema disease and [o reduce mortality in

the confined worker bees. lllater was given to the bees using the
'

same method. Pollen wasfed to the bees by pressing it through the

screen top once a week. Both virgin and rnated queens were stored

on the same storage unit. The storage unit was kept in a dark in-

cubato t at 30 I 2o C "rrd 40 - 50 % n.H. One unit could accorrì.-

modate about 75 queens. The bees, and the frames in the storage

uniL, were replaced every rnonth with new frames of ernerging brood

covered with bees.

3.3 Selection of Experimental Queens and Queen Cells

Newly ernerged virgin queens, one-day old virgin queens,

and one-month old mated queens, were used in the various experi-

nrents. Queen ceIIs, containing irnmature queens, were also used in

solrre experiments. These.wel:e selected on lhe basis of their age

using life tables (see Jay, 1963). The ages of the queen cells
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selecLed were as follows:

A. Uncapped qLleen cells containing young larvae selected

from queen cells-on the second day after grafting

B. uncapped queen cells containing old lalvae selected frorn

queen cells on the fourth day after grafting

C.Cappedqueencellscontainingyoungpupaeselect.edfrorn

queen cells on the eighth or ninth day after grafting

D. Capped. queen cells containing old puPae selected frorn
I

queen cells on the eleventh day after grafting

3.4 Observation Hives and the erirnental Shelter

Glass-walled observation hives, each of which he'.d one

Langstroth frarrre, weïe used to observe queen and worker bee

behaviour (Figure 6). when the bees in the hive were not under

observation, the glass walls on both sides of the hive were covered

over by ptywood sheets to keep the hive dark' If there was not

enough food (i.e. honey and pollen) in the observation hive' the bees

were fed. with a mixture of honey and pollen (z:1 by volurne) through

the screened opening in the lid of the hive'

.. Each observation hive was prepared try putting a frarne

of b::ood in various stages of developrnent (i. e. eggs, laÏvae, pupae)

coveled with 900 - I000 worker bees (without a queen) into it' The
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ofnumber of adult bees on the frame was estirnated frorn a series

photographs develo¡red by Nelson ancl Jay (r972). According to

Perepelova (I)Z)), Mitojevic and Filipovic-Moskovtjevic (19 5B)

Jay (L970, r97zl, ovary developrnent of q.ueenless worke¡ bees

be inhibited by the presence o f this frarne of brood.

, and

should

To reduce the extreme changes in temperature, which

occurred over a 24 lnour period, the observation hives weïe

put ínto a shelter covered with polyethylene sheet (Figure z). The

shelter was equipped with a heater and therrnostat so that the tem-

perature inside was maintained between ZBo anð.32" C. During the

day time both doors of the shetter were opened if the temperature

inside was higher than Si C. Each llive had a different coloured.

ianding board at its entrance to prevent drifting. The shelter, which

had a dirnension of 1. B rn x 3.6 rn x 1. B rn, could accomrnodate

l6 observation hives.

3.5 Marking Queens and llforker Bees

Before introducing a queen into.an observation hive, she

was colour-marked with a smafl drop of aircraft rnodel paint applied
-t

to the dorsal side of the tholax. If two gueens were introduced into

one observation hive at the sarne tirne, they were rnarlted with

different colouls. After marking, the queens were held in storage
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FIGURE 7. A SHELTER
HIVES.

YTITH A GROUP OF OBStrRVATION
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cages f.or a few minutes to aliow the paint to dry and Lo elirninate

any odour of the paint which might subsequently affect the behaviour

of the worker bees in the observation hive towards thern.

'To obtain newly ernerged worker bees for rna-:cking,

frames of emerging worker bees were taken f rorn hives and put into

a box in an incubator (at 30 Ì zo c ar,ð' To-Bofto R'H' ) over night'

Each newly ernerged worker bee was rnaïked on the dorsal side of

its thorax with a srna[ drop of aircraft rnodel paint. After rnarking,

the bees were held in a plastic cage for atrout 30 rninules to allow

the paint to dry before they were introduced into an observation hive.

Carbon d.ioxide anaesthetic was never used while worker bees or

queens were marked.



CHAPTER 4

BEHAVIOUR OT' A VIRGIN OR A MATED QUEEN

IN THE PRESENCE OF WORKER BEES

4" L l_ntroduction

After emerging frorn their cells, gueens, .lvorkers,

and. drones behave in ways which ensure the survival of the colony.

Understanding their behaviour is the key to successful management

of a colony. rn the following experiments an attempt was rnad.e to

analyze the general behaviour of both ,,¡irgin and mated queens and

the. behaviour of worker bees towarcis each.

4"?, Methods

4"?"I Virgin Queen Experiment

A glass walied observation hive, containing one frame

of brood in various stages of developrnent (i. e. eggs, laïvae,

pupaelrt covered with 900-I000 worker bees (without a queen) was

used. The number of ad.ult bees on the frarne was estimated frorn

*According to Perepelova (1!2!), Mitojevic and Filipovic-fufoskov-' ljevic (1958), and Jay (19?0, 19721, ovary development of
gueenless worker bees should be inhibited by the presence of this
frame of brood"

35
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a ieries of photographs developed by Nelson and Jay (I972)" One

hunclred and fifty newly emerged worlcer bees were rnarked and

inlroduced inLo the hive each week for three weeks; the first group

of marked bees was introduced on the sarne day the hive was set up.

Different colours were used each week for rnarking the bees. There-

fore, when the experirnent began, the hive contained three different

groups of rnarked worker bees of different ages; these were classi-

fied as group A (15 days otd), B (8 days old), and c (1 day old).

Ernergency queen cell s,constructed between the tirne when the first

group of marked bees was introduced into the hive and the tirne when

the last group of marked bees was introduced into the hive, were

d.estroyed. by hand.

Onthedaythelastgroupofrnarkedworkerbeeswas

introduced into the hive, a capped queen cell containing an emerging

virgin queen was introd"uced into the hive" The queen cell was

p.ressed gently onto the face of the cornb (see Figure B)" The virgin

queerr usually emerged within 24 hours after the introduction of the

cell. The behaviour of the ernerged virgin queen' and the marked

wo::lcer bees toward.s this queen, was observed for various 30 rninute

periods as follows: (a) after the errìergence of the queen, (b) when

the queen was three hours old, (c) when the queen was six hours old'
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FIGURE B. A CAPPED QUEEN CELL, CONTAiNING
AN EMERGING VIRGIN QUEEN, BtrING
INTRODUCED INTO A HIVE.
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and (d) each afternoon thereafter, sometirne between 1300-1400 hr

until the queen was six days o1d. This experirnent was replicated

five times using five different observation hives and five diiferent

virgin queens. All replicates were done during July and August

1973"

4,2"2 Mlled Queen Experiment

An experiment was done, sirnilar in alt respects to that

of the virgin queen experirnent described. above, excepL that at the

beginning of the fourth week before the experirnent began (i. e. when

the mated queen was released frorn her cage), an extra 150 newly

em.erged rnarked worker bees wele added to the hive thus mal..ing four

groups of rnarked bees (i. e. group A = ZZ days old, B - 15 days old,

C = B days old, D = I day old), rather than three, in this experirnent.

Emergencyqueen cells, constructed between the tirne when the first

group of rnarked bees was introduced into the hive and the tirne when

the last group of rnarked bees was introduced into thehive, were

destroyed by hand.

) Five days before the last group of rnarked bees was

introduced into the hive, a young mated queen (aged 30 days) was

introduced into the hive using a push-in cage (see Snelgrove, 1948)

made of wire screen (Figure 9). The queen was confined in the cage with
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four to five worker bees for six days (to a[ow the worker bees in the
hive to become 'rfamitiarrr with her) before she was rereased. The

behaviour of the queen, and the marked worker bees towards her,
was observed for various 30 minute periods as forlows: (a) immedi_

ateLy after the dueen was released., and (b) each afternoon thereafter

sometime between r300-r400 hr for the next five days. This

experiment was replicated five tirnes between July and August r974

using five different observation hives and five different mated queens.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.I Behaviour of eueens

The various types of behaviour of virgin and mated

queens observed in the study, as each moved among the worker bees,

are listed in Table I and described below:

4; 3. I. 1 j ,,, ,, ,,.

l'', .' ,,'Grooming: Both virgin and mated queens groomed their antennae , j,, ,, ,,..,,,

heads, mouthparts, and abdomens by rubbing their abdomens, which

swayed from side to sid.e, with one or both of their hind legs and/or

by cleaning their antennae, heads, and. mouthparts with both of their ,: ': :,::

fore legs. If worker bees had been licking the abdomen of a queen

she would sometimes rub her abdornen with her hind. legs. Butler
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TABLE I. TYPES OF BEHAVIOUR,I:

Itrulg-g3g""" Mared queens

Non-aggressive behaviour Non_aggressive behaviour

Grooming Groorning

Examining cells Examining cells

Placing abdomen into cells Laying eggs

Feeding from cells Feedíng from cells

Begging food from worker Begging food from worker
beesbees

Receiving food from worker Receiving food frorn worker
bees bees

offering food to worker bees offering food to worker bees

Hol.ding

Aggressive behaviour Aggressive behaviour

Rocking

Holding - biting
'L'

Holding - biting - stinging

'kNot all types of behaviour weïe perforrned by each queen.



(Lg75l reported this behaviour and postulated that while a queen is
grooming herself she spreads queen substances)k over her body.

Examinin{ cetls: Both virgin and mated queens examinêd ceils by

putting their heads into empty ceils (mosily worker cells] while they

were tqavelLing oveï the combs. rt is possibre that either type of
queen might look for food in the ceLls and. that the mated queens rnight

also be looking for praces to ralr their eggs" This type of behaviour

was also reported by park (IgSZl and Builer (19 54a).

Laying eggs: only mated queens displayed this type of behaviour.

The queen stood over a cell, bent her abdomen, inserted it into the

cell, and deposited an egg oi.rto the bottom of the cel.l before with-

drawing her abdomen. rffhile selecting a cell, the gueen did not move

ín concentric circles but walked randomly over the comb and fre-
quently crossed and recrossed her path (see Bufler, L9S4al"

Park (1952), Butler (19?5), and Gary (19?5) observed that mated

queens examine each cell before laying in it. rt appeared to me, that

*Queen substance(s), originally named by Bufler (1954a, I954b), is
one of the queen pheromones produced frorn the queenrs mandibular
glands (Butler and Simpson, I958). It consists of at least two
identified pheromones, 9 -oxodec -trans -Z-enoic acid and
9 -hydroxydec - trans - 2 - enoic acid. Other unidentified pherornones' are atso produced from the other parts of the queents boáy
such as the abdomen (Velthuis, lgZO).

4?,
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some queens laid eggs in cells without first examining them.

Placing abdomen into ce[,s: only virgin queens dispr.ayed this

behaviour, usualry when they were about two days ord" The queen

usually inserted about harf of her abdomen into " *o"ou. 
"tr-*r*"",

first inspecting it; this rooked rike the taying behaviour of a mated
.queen' Hammann (1958) also reported seeing this type of behaviour

among virgin queens.

Feeding from ceils: Both virgin and mated gueens poi ttr"i" heads

into cell.s containing honey and sucked it from the ceLls. The queens

were never seen fee<iing from poil.en celis. Butler (1954a) also

observed. that virgin queens feed on honey frorn celIs, but eat no

pollen.

Begging food from worker bees: wrren approaching the worker bees

which \Ã¡ere in front of her, the queen extended her tongue to rrbeg'

for food from them (see Bufler, 1954a; I.ree, I956). This behaviour

was performed by both virgin and mated queens.

-F,gceiving food from worker þg:s: The queen sucked liquid food from

between the mandibtes of the offering worker bees in front of her with

her extended tongue; while sucking food, the antennae of the queen

and the worker bee continuously stroked each other, similar to the

stroking done by worker bees lvhen feeding each other. Both virgin
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and. matecl queens displayed this behaviour.

Butler (L954a, 197S) stated that whenever a queen

t¡begstt for food, worker bees always feed her. I observed that ilre

queen did not always receive food frorn the worker bees each time

she ttbeggedrr for it.

offering food to worker bees: The queen offered food to the worker

bees by opening her mandibles and regurgitating a drop of liquid food

onto the upper surface of the b""f of her tongue. This behaviour is

also similar to that of a-worker bee when she offers food to another

worker bee. sometimes 'the queen displayed this behaviour even when

there were no begging worker bees in front of her. Both virgin and

mated queens displayed this behaviour. It appears that this behavioural

pattern has not been reported previously. Gary et al. (rg6T,) found.

that mated queens did not offer food to other mabed queens or worker

bees when ptaced separately in a cage with a sheet of cellulose acetate

having two holes between them. on the other hand, Lensky et al.

(1970) reported that when a mated queen was paired with either a

mated or a virgin queen each offered food to the other. I,V-aikakul (1!/l),

and Szabo and Smith (L9?3l,, also found that a virgin queen offered food

to another virgin queen when they were caged together.

Holding: This behaviour was observed only among the virgin qu.eens.
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The queen hetd a worker bee or drone with her two front pairs of
tegs, or with arl of her regs; sometimes when this happened the virgin
queen u'cr:lc bite and/or sting thc r,vorker bee or d,rone. Nobcdy

appears to have described this behaviour before.

4.3"L.2 @
onty the virgin queens dispr.ayed aggressive behaviour

when they met a worker bee or a d.rone"

Rocking: when meeting a worker bee, the queen stood on her two

hind pairs of tegs, moved. her body backwards and forwards, ând

tapped the worker bee with her thorax and fore regs. lrammann (I95g)

also reported seeing this type of behaviour"

Holding - Biting: The queen first hetd. the worker bee with

her legs and bit at its wings with her mandibles.

Holding - Biting - stinging: The queen held and bit a worker bee as

previously described; in addition she bent her abdomen in such a u¡ay

as to attempt to sting the abdominal area of the worker bee. one

virgin queen also displayed this behaviour towards a drone; however,

in each case the queen was unable to injure her ilvictimrr.

It appears that the ratter two descriptions of aggressive

behaviour (i. e. the hotding - biting and hotding - biting - stinging

behaviour of a virgin queen towards a worker bee, or drone) have

* This behaviour was sfmilar Èo Èhat of a guard bee at Èhe entranceof fts hfve (see Butler, 1954a)
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been reported previously.

Many researchers have reported the rrpipingn soundrr

made by virgin queens. Harnrnann (l!5g) observed that virgin queens

pipe in order to stop worker bees from chasing them" Butler (L9s4a,
r975l- stated that virgin queens rocate their rivar queens by ansrvering

the piping sounds. Horvever, r have never hea¡:d any virgin queens

make ¡rpipingrr sounds in my åxperiments. This is probabry because

each queen was not a.ttacked by worker bees or because there were

no rival queens within the hive to r¡cha[enge'r her. A[en (I956)

reported that a one-year or.d maned. queen arso piped when a colony

$¡as PreParing to swarm, 'but I have never heard anlr of my mated

queens pipe; this is probably because the experimental colonies

\Ã¡ere not preparing to swarm.

4"3" 1.3 Behavioural patterns

J:"g*:gg"* After emerging from her cell, the virgin queen showed

no regular sequence of behaviour" Genera[y, she wandered over

both sides of the comb and <tísplayed any of the behavioural

patterns, outlined above, at any time during an observation period.

The queen was usually chased by two or three worker bees whenever

not

',l

;l

rkA virgin queen produces
(sclerites) located at

a ¡rpipingt! sound by vibrating small plates
her wing bases (Snodgrass, lglil.
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she made a quick movenrent, especiaty during the first day of her
life. A tfcourttt'k of worker bees, which v¡as norma[y seen around

the mated er€€rr when she moved siowly or stayed stiil on the comb,

was not seen aro und the virgin queen until the queen was about two

days old; this is consistent with the findings of solodkova (1958).
- The behaviour of virgin queens for various 30 minute periods during

the six days fofio*irg their emergence, and. the time spent by them

to perform each behaviour, are shown in Tatrre rr and rabr.e rrr

respective[y"

According to Tab1e II, the number of times each type

of behaviour was performed by the virgin queens, varied, from day

to day and did not increase wÍth age. The queens groomed

themselves more frequenily than they performed the other types of

behaviour" rt is possible that the more the queens groom themselves

the more queen substances are passed from the queens to worker

bees via the queensr bodies (see Butler, l9?5). The gueens also

examined cells quite often, especially during the first day of their

lives; possibly the newly emerged queens v/ere hungry and were

*A court is a circle of B-IZ.vorker bees around. a queen. l,vhile
forming a court, the worker bees also examine the queenrs body
with their antennae and/or lick her body with their tongues.



Types of behaviour

TABLE II. BEHAVIOUR
DURING TFíE

Non-aggressive
Groorning
Examining cells
Placing abdornen
Feeding from cells
Begging food
Receiving food
Offering food
Holding

Aggre s sive
Rocking
Holding-biting
Holding -biting- s tinging

Number of
for various
ernergence

OF VIRGIN QUEENS FOR VARIOUS 30 MINUTE PERIODS
SIX DAYS FOLLO\¡¡TNG THEIR EMERGENCE

<0.5hr. 3hrs. 6hrs. i day zð.ays 3days 4days 5days 6days Total

tirnes each type of
30 minute periods
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t¡Results of observations
v¡>i<Behaviour of a virgin
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during the six
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Types of behaviour

TABLE III. TIME SPENT BY
VARIOUS TYPES

Non -aggres sive

Grooming
Examining cells
Placing abdomen
Feeding from cells
Begging food
Receiving food
Offering food
Holding

Aggres sive

Rocking
Holding-biting
Holding -biting - stinging

Tinàes each behaviour
\Ã/as recorded

VIRGTN QUEENS IN
OT' BEHAVIOUR.

I 16'k
69

J

T4
IZ
11

L4
z

v¡Number of virgin queens observed = 5.

PERT'ORMING

Mean time t S. E. and range
(seconds)

10
3

2

16. 5

3.1
11.3
6.6
4.0

23.4
14. B

zz,0

I
I
1

1

J
+

+

;

| "7 (z-941
0.5 Q-?,41
5.2 (?-20)
2.. r (2-26)
0.6 (z-B)
7.3 (3-Bz)
3. B (z-431
r4.0 (B-3ó)

3.0
10.0
3i.5

J
J
+

0.3 (z-5)
1. 0 (9 -tz¡

23.5 (8-55)
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ioóking for food. Hammann (1958) observed that one virgin queen

became aggressive towards the attacks of worker bees when she was

about three days old. My resurLs show that one of rny virgin queens

displayed aggïessive behaviour (i. e. hoiding - biting - stinging be-

haviour) towards one worker bee when she was about three hours

old and towards one d.rone when she was about one day old.

Tabre IIr shows that the mean period of tirne spent by a

vi.rgin queen in perforrning each behaviour varied frorn category to
1

category. Arthough the rongest period of time (mean 3I seconds) was

recorded. when a queen displayed holding - bit:ng - stinging behaviour

towards a worker bee and a drone, this figure was the average of

only two observations. The other relatively long period of tirne

(mean 23 seconds) was averaged. frorn rnore observations, and was re_

corded when the queen received food from a worker bee. The shortesi

period of tirne (mean 3 second.s) was recorded. when the queen exarnined

a worker cell or performed rocking nì.ovements toward.s a worker bee.

The range of time recorded frorn five different virgin queens for each

behaviour showed that the queens spent the widest range of tirne

(2 seconds to l minute and 34 seconds) groorning themselves and.

spent the narrowest range (2 to 5 seconds or 9 to lZ second.s) p"r-

forming rocking ol holding - biting behaviour towards worker bees.

Mated queen: Like a virgin queen, a mated quee¡l wandered on both
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sidee of the comb and showed no regular sequence of behaviour

aÍ.ter. being released frorn the push_in cage. Normally, she was not

chased by worker bees, as were the virgin queens, apparenily because

she moved slowry and quiety on the comb. ![hire moving slowry or
staying still on the comb, the gueen usually had B_12 worker bees

forming a ttcourtrr around her. The behaviour of maûed queens for
various 30 minute periods during the six.days forrowing their release,

and the time they spent in performing each behaviour are shown in

Table lV and Table V respectively.

Table IV shows that the nurnber of tirnes each type of
behaviour \Mas performed by the mated queens, varied from day to

day. rt was found that the queens exarnined worker cerls and dis -

played Laying behaviour rnore frequenfly than they did the other types

of behaviour; this is consistent with the fact that the main function

of a mated queen is Laying eggs.

rt appears, from Tabre v, that the mean period of time

spent by a mated queen in perforrning each behaviour varied con-

siderablyi the iongest period (mean zg seconds) was recorded when

the queen groomed herself. The shortest period (ïrìean z seconds)

\¡/as recorded when the queen examined a worker cell. The range of

time recorded for five different mated queens for each behaviour



TABLE IV. BEHAVIOUR OF MATEÐ
DURING THE SIX DAYS

Types of behaviour

Non-aggres sive

Grooming

Exarnining cells
Laying

f'eeding frorn cells

Begging food

Receiving food

Offering food

Nurnber of times each type of behaviour .was
mated queens for various 30 rninute periods
days following their release

Day 1

QUEENS T'OR
T.OLLOIfING

Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6
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r¡Results of observations of five rnated queens for 30 rninutes each.
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TABLE V. TTME SPENT BY MATED QUEENS IN PERT'ORMING VARIOUSTYPES OF' BEHAVIOUR.

Types of behaviour

Non-agsres sive

Grooming

Examining celis

Laying

tr.eeding from cells

Begging food

Receiving food

Offering food

Times each behaviour
was recorded

*Number of mated queens observed = 5.
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z
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Mean time t S" E. and range
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ehowed tb,at tt,e length of time spent in grooming !üas the most

varÍable and the LengËh of ÈÍme spent in f'begging,r for food

e'as thg Least varíable. Gary (Lgls) observed that in

general, a mated queen spends approximately 9 to rz seconds laying an

egg. My mated queens, however, spent a tonger period of time

than this (an average of 19 sgconds and a range of g seconds to Z

minutes and 2 seconds); perhaps this is because my mated queens

were young and had had littte egg Laying experience so that they spent

rnore time per egg laid than did experienced queens.

4.3"2 Behaviour of W'orker þssg

lühile observing the behaviour of a gueen, the behaviour

of the marked worker bees of known ages towards the queen was atso

observed. Their behaviour towards virgin or mated queens is shown

in Tabte VI"

The nrarked worker bees disprayecr two behavioural

patterr.s towards their queens arbitrarily categorized as non-

aggressive and aggressive behaviour. Table VI shows that the worker

bees performed more types of non-aggressive and aggressive

behaviour towards virgin queens than thel' did towards mated queens.

The behavioural patterns Listed in Table vI are described below:
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TABLE VI. \,V'ORKER BEES' BEHAVIOUR .

Towards virgin queens

Non-aggres sive behaviour

Trembting

Licking
Begging food from a

queen

Receiving food frorn
ì ¿ queen
:

Offering food to a queen

Holding - clinging

Agg""" sive behaviour

Rocking

Holding -

Holding -

Holding -

Holding -

pulling

biting

stinging

biting - stinging

Towards mated queens

Non -aggres sive behaviour

Licking
Begging food frorn a

queen

Receiving food from a
queen

Offering food to a queen

Holding - clinging

-Aggressive behaviour

Rocking

Holding - biting -
stinging
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4" 3.2.1

Trembling: -A worker bee either herd onto the comb (about I cm

from the queen) or her.d onto the queenrs body itserf with its legs

and moved its abdomen up and down quickry. This behaviour has

been reported previousiy as trdorsal-ventral abdominal vibration,'
(DVA.V), rrtrernblingrr movement, or rrshaking,r, by Milum (i955) ,

Hammann (1958), and Allen (IgSS , lgSB, tgsg,trespectively.

Flammann (1958) and Ailen (t9sB, rgsg'tconcrud.ed frorn their experi-
ments ,' ti,'at worker bees perform this behaviour towards their queen

in order to stimurate her to fry. rn rny experiments, the worker bees

displayed trembling behaviour onry towards virgin queens. llammann

(I9SZ) also confirmed this, but Allen (IgSg) reported that she saw

ü:e worker bees display this behaviour towards the mated queens

during the few days after she first commenced raying, and during

swarm preparations.

Licking: The worker bees, which surrounded the queen, extended

their tongues and licked either her legs, thorax, or abd.ornen. They

displayed this behaviour towards both the virgin and the mated queens.

Licking behaviour of worker bees toward.s a queen has been reported

by many researchers, e"g" Builer (,,t954a, 1954b), Allen (i9SS, L957,

1960), and Hammann (1958). Butler (t9S a, tgS4b, 1956) stated

that worker bees obtain gÌreen substances from the queen in this way,
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but Velthuis (I972) suggested that the substances pass from the

queenrs body to the worker bees when they corne into direct contacL

with the queen.

Begging food from a queen: sometimes a.worker bee which was

positioned in front of the queen extended its tongue to the mouth of

the queen to trbegrr for food. The worker bee ,rbeggedrr for food frorn

both virgin and mated queens. It appears that this behaviour has not

been reported previously.

Receiving food frorn a queen: 'wr.en a queen opened her rnandibles

and regurgitated so that a drop of liquid food *ppeared. between them,

the begging worker bee sucked up this food with its extended tongue.

while receiving this food, antennal contact between the offering

queen and the receiving worker bee was also observed. The worker

bees received food frorn both virgin and rnated queens. Again, this

behaviour has not been reported previously.

Offering food to-a queen: A worker bee regurgitated a drop of liquid

food which appeared between its opened rnandibles, and fed the queen;

the offering worker bee did not rnove its tongue downwards and for-

wards as it did when feeding another worker bee (see Butler, 1954a). 
,.,,,.,.,

The worker bees displayed this behaviour towards both virgin and

mated queens. Sometimes they offered food to the gueen although she
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had not begged from them. The worker bees also offered food

towards the abdomen of the queen instead of her head. This agrees

with the reports of Velthuis (I9TZ)"

Holding - clinging: one or two worker bees held the queen,s wings,

then her abdornen or regs with their legs, and then crung to her for
a period of time. Sornetimes worker bees \Ã7ere dragged by the queen

along the face of the comb while clinging to her. The worker bees

displayed this behaviour towards both virgin and mated queens! this

behaviour was reported by Hammann (1958) and yadava (i920)

towards virgin queens, but the same behaviour has not been reported.

previously towards mated queens

4"3,2.2 Á,ggressive Behaviour_

Rocking: Wlren a \Morker bee came into contact with a queen, it stood

on its two pairs of hind legs and rocked its body backwards and for-

wards. This looked as if the worker bee was'rpeckingr the queen.

The worker bees disptayed this behaviour toward.s both virgin and

rnated queens. Hammann (1958) reported this behaviour towards a

virgin queen, but nobody lr.as reported this behaviour of worker bees

towards mated queens.

Holding - Putiing: one or two worker bees herd the queenrs wings

and legs with their legs and mandibles and pulled her either sideways

r,1.': .
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' or backwards' The worker bees only displayed this behaviour towards
virgín queens' Hammann (1958) and Yadava (l 970) arso reported this

, behaviour of worker bees toward.s a virgin queen.
:l

Holding - Biting: one or two worker bees held the queen by her legs,

thorax, or abdomen with their iegs and bit her wings with their

I mandibles' This behaviour was observed only in the virgin queen

I experiment. It was also observed by Harnmann (1958) and yadava

f 1I97A). Hammann (1958) includ.ed this behaviour under ,rpulling

i behaviourrr. FIowever, I often observed that the worker bees held
t,

I and bit the virgin queen without actually pullii;.g her.
'

i Holding - Biting - Stinging: One or two worker bees held and bit the
r

] queen as previously described. In addition, the worker bees bent

I their abdomens and extended their stings to either the dorsal or
l

ventral side of the queents abdornen. They also hung onto the back

: of the queen and kept on stinging her as she dragged them along.

This behaviour was observed in both the virgin and the mated queen
,

experiments. In none of my experiments did a virgin or a mated

queen sustain injury from the stings of the woïker bees. yadava

(1970) observed that caged worker bees displayed this behaviour

towards an introduced virgin queen,'walton and smith (1969) reported

that worker bees also behaved this way towards virgin or mated
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quêens when they were 'ballingr,,k them. The balling behaviour of
worker bees is ouflined in Chapter 5.

4.3.2.3 Behavioural patterns

Generally, the marked worker bees, of different ages,

showed no regurar seguence of behaviour towards a virgin or a mated

queen. Allen (1960), who observed. the behaviour of worker bees

towards a one-yea'. ord mated queen, arso reported. this fact. How-

ever' I. observed that most of the worker beesr aggressive behaviour

was performed towards virgin and mated queens d.uring the first 30

minute period after the virgin queens ernerged from their celrs, or
after the mated queens \Ã/eïe rereased frorn their cages" A fe..v hours

later, as the worker bees appeared to get used to the queen, they

\À¡ere less aggressive; for example they always used their antennae

to examine the queen when she passed by, and often behaved in

various ways (mosily in non-aggressive ways) towards the queen

when they met her. It was observed that usually about B-lZ worker
bees formed a ttcourttr around the rnated queen even on the first day

'kBalling is the behaviour displayed by a gïoup of worker bees toward.sintruders. A few worker bees hold, pull, bite, and try to sting
the intruder while the other worker bees form a ball around it.
The intruder may die due to being stung and/or possibly due to
suffocation. The number of balling worker bees varies greatly.
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afier she was releasecl from her cage; however, a,rcourtrr of worker
bees was seld.orn seen around. the virgin queen during the first day

af.tet her emergence. The worker bees, which constitutecl the cour.t, 1,., 
,,

did not usually fo[ow the queen for rong, 
_and 

were continuousry being

replaced by other workers; this observation confirrns the reports

of Butleï ( 19 54al anð, Butler et aI. (IgT3,). The court consisted of .,,::,ì,
-:'

worker bees of various ages which were present in the area where , ,

.tr:,:-; ::':the queen moved. They usuarly examined the queenrs body with their
antennae, licked the queenrs abdomen with their extended tongues

and/or offered food to her. Ailen (1960) founr-. that the ages of the

worker bees forming a court around a one-year ord mated queen

varied consid.erably. The behaviour of worker bees of different ages 
'

towardsvirginand.matedqueensduringvarious30rninuteperiods

is shown in Table VII and Table VIII respectively.

rn the virgin queen experiment (Tabre vII), worker bees

licked the virgin queens more frequenily tihan they displayed the

other types of behaviour. Next to licking, the other three types of

behaviour nì.ost frequenily disptayed by the worker bees towards the

virgin queens were trembring, offering (food) and rocking. The results

of Table vrl also show that the oldest gïoup of worker bees (I5-zl

days old) dis¡:layed each type of behaviouï rnore frequently than did the



TABLE VII. BEHAVIOUR OT'
AGES TOWARDS

V/ORKER BEES OF
VIRGIN QUEENS.
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DIFT'ERENT

Types of behaviour Total number of times each type
of behaviour was displayed by 

-

w_orkers of different ages

l5 -zr

Total
for
all.

agesI -7 t1. 8-r4
Non -aggres sive

Trembling

Licking
Begging food

Receiving food

Offering food

Holding - clinging

0,,krk

9

4

3

0

1

61

9B

B

B

z6

t1

67

ltz
T7

T4

ZB

TZ

0

5

5

3

2

0

Aggres sive

Rocking

Holding -

Holding -
Hol.ding -

pulling

biting
biting -

stinging

zz

6

z

4

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

IB

5

z

6

,kAge of worker bees

,|.'kResults of nine 30
1350 minutes ).

in days 
"

minute observations of five gueens (i. e. total =



TABLE VIU. BEHAVTOUR OF
AGES TOWARDS

WORKER BEES O}-
MATED QUEENS.
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DIFFERENT

Types of behaviour Total number of times each type
of behaviouï was displayed by
workers of different ages

Total
for
all

agesl-7,k B-14 I5-27 zz-zB

Non -aggres sive

Licking
Begging food

Receiving food

Offering food

Holding- cIinging

A ggres sive

Rocking

Holding - biting -
stinging

40'kt

z

1

1t

5

60

I

I

l3

3

30

0

0

6

c

97

4

3

15

6

zz7

7

5

45

T4

33I54

{'Age of worker bees in days,

{.{.Results of six 30 minute observations
900 minutes).

of five queens (i. e. total =



younger groups. Hammann ( L957, 1958) also

bees displayed aggressive behaviour towarcls

often than did.the yotrnger u,orker bees

64

found that older worker

the virgin queen more

rn the mated queen experiment (Tabre vril), worker bees

licked the mated queens more frequently than they clisplayed the other

types of behaviour" It also appears that most of the worker bees,

which displayed this behaviour, \ñ'eïe arìong the ordest group of

worker bees (22-ZB days oLd); Alien (1960) found that worker bees

ot'al.l ages licked a one-year oLd rnated qtreen but she did not report

which age \Ã/as tl e dominant one. The other two types of behaviour

most freguently displayed by worker bees toq¡ards mated

queens, r¿hich I observed, were the offering ( food)

and rocking behaviour.. It is possible that the more the queen lays

eggs the more frequenily the worker bees feed her. The nurnber of

worker bees of each age offering food to the mated queens was close

to one another (Table VIü); however, Allen (1960) found that most

of the worker bees which fed a one-year old queen r¡v-ere two to four

days old. The number of worker bees of each age which disptayed

rocking behaviour and other types of behaviour was constant.

The results of both the virgin and the mated queen experi-

rnents showthat worker bees ticked the virgin and the mated queens
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more frequenily than they disprayed the other types of behaviour.

Butler (1954a, t9S4b, 1956) postulated that queen substances are

passed from the qtr-een to worker bees when the worker bees líck
their queen" It is possibre that the worker bees, in my experiments,

lick their queens frequentry because they are responding to the queen

substances produced by their queens.

The period of time the marked worker bees (regardless

of their ages) spent in performing various types of behaviour towards

virgin and mated queens is shown in Tabre IX and rabre X. In the

virgin queen experiment (Tabte IX), the workcr bees spent the

longest períod. of time (mean 33 seconds) hording, biting and stinging

virgin queens and spent the shortest period of time (mean 3 seconds)

trembling or rocking. The widest range (? seconds to 1 rninute and

32 seconds) occurred when the marked bees disprayed the hoiding -

biting - stinging behaviour toward.s virgin queens. The narrowest

range (z to 7 seconds or 3 to B seconds) occurred when the marked

bees dispLayed the begging (food), rocking, or hordirg - biting

behaviour towards virgin queens.

rn the mated queen experirnent (Table x), the worker

bees spent the longest period of time (rnean I minute anð,42 seconds)

performing hotding - clinging behaviour towards mated queens and



TABLE IX. TIME SPENT BY VTORKER BEES ÏN PERÏ'ORMING VARIOTISTYPES OT" BEHAVTOUR TOi,V.ARDS VIRGIN QUEENS.

Types of behaviour

Non-aggressive

T rembling

Licking
Begging food

Receiving food

Offering food

Hoiding - ctinging

Aggres sive

Rocking

Holding - pulling
Holding - biting
Holding - stínging

Holding - biting - stinging

Times each behaviour
was recorded

61 ,r

47

T?

10

t4

9

*Number of virgin queens observed. = 5.

Mean time J S. e . and range
( s econds )

15

6

?

8

4

3.?
16. B

4.0
73"4

18. g

15. 0

! o"z
! z.o
1 o.s
! +.0
! o.z
! o.z

(2-10)

( z-80)

(z-7)

(3-38)

(z-B?)

(z-62)

3.0
7.2

5.5
13.5

33.5

t
t
I
l
+

0. 3 (z-71

1. 1 (4-rz)
z. s (3_8)

5.5 (4-52')

i9. B (7 -92)

o\
o.



TABLE X. TIME SPENT BY VV'ORKER BEES IN PERT'ORMING VARTOUSTYPES OT' BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS MATED QUEENS.

Types of behaviour

Non-aggres sive

Licking

Begging food

Receiving food

Offering food

HoLding - clinging

A ggres sive

Rocking

Holding - biting - stinging

Times each behaviour
was recorded

v¡Nurnber of mated queens observed : 5,

55,r

6

5

44

10

Mean time j S. e . and range
( seccnds )

z7

z

40.3 ! g.O

4.0 i 0.7

9.2 ! r"7
rz.B I r.s

r02.4 ! go.t

(3-304)

(z-61

(4- 1s)

6.4 ! z.o
10.s: 1.5

?,-531

15-27 8)

z-ssl
9 -121

o.\¡
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spênt the shortest period of time (mean 4 seconds) beggin g forfoocr.
The widest range (3 seconds to 5 minutes and 4 seconds) occurred
when the marked bees ticked rnated queens. The narrowest range
(9 to I2 seconds) occurred when the marked bees disprayed the

holding - biting - stinging behaviour towards rnated queens.

Buter (r954b) recorded the Iength of time eacrr worker
bee spent licking the ma.ted queen and found that the mea.n time was

about one minute. The resurts of Tabre x show that the mean time
spent by a worker þss in licking a mated queen is 40 second.s, which
is close to thai recorded by Builer (I954b). Allen (i955) observed

worker bees feeding a one-year old. mated queen and recorded that

a worker bee spent an average of 4T ! 2"6 seconds in feeding a

queen; the range of individual feedings varied between five and 156

seconds. In rny experiments (Tabre X), the rnean time for each

feeding (13 second.s) was shorter, and the range of individual feedings

(2 to 53 seconds) was rì.arrower, than that recorded by A'en (I955).

The resurts of the experiments in this chapter show that

while moving among worker bees in the hives, virgin queens displayed

both non-aggressive and aggressive behaviour while young mated

queens displayed only non-aggressive behaviour. The non_aggressive

behaviour of virgin queens was similar to that of mated queens except

:.
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' that Laying behaviour r'v'as not disprayed by virgin queens and holdíng
behaviour was not performed by mated queens. Worker bees dis_
played both non-aggïessÍve and aggressive behaviour towards virgin

. and mated queens. Generarly, older worker bees displayed various
types of behaviour towards the queens more frequently than did
younger worker bees.



CHAPTER 5

BEHAVIOUR OF' VIRGIN OR MATED QUEENS

IN THB PRESENCE OF V/ORKER BEES

5. I Introduction

-

The major goal of beekeeping is to produce a maximum

bee population to coincide with the main nectar frows of a given area.
A single-queen corony is not arways capable of doing this. A corony

with two or more queens (i.e. a muttiple queen colony), laying eggs

side by side, might be idear for this purpose. under normar con_

ditions, however, a corony torerates onry one queen and eventualry

kilts any extra queens that are present (see Lensky et al., I9Z0).

To ascertain why more than one queen cannot rive together within

a hive r studied the behaviour of queens towards each other as well

as the behaviour of worker bees towards these queens.

5.2 Experirnentb with Two Virgin or Two Mated eueens

5,2"1 Methods

5.Z.l"I Virgin eueen Experiment

A queenless observation hive, containing

of marked worker bees of different ages (see

three different

the virgin queeR

70

groups
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experiment in chapter 4), was used. Emergency queen ce11s, con-
structed between the time when the first group of marked bees was

introduced into the hive and the time when the rast group of marked

bees was introduced into Lhe hive, we ï€ destroyed by hand.

On the day the last group of marked worker bees was

introduced into the hive, two capped queen cerls of the same age

were introduced into the hive. They were pressed genily about I5

cm apart on the same side of the comb (Figure r0) about l,4 ,,ours

before the virgin queens were due to ernerge. The behaviour of the

two newly emerged virgin queens toward.s eacir other and the be-

haviour of the marked worker bees towards both queens was observed

continuously until one queen was kirled. This experiment was

replicated nine times using nine different observation hives. Arl
replicates were done between July and August I973.

S.Z"l.Z Mated eueen Experiment

A queenless observation hive, containing four different

groups of marked worker bees of different ages similar to that used

for the mated queen experirnent described in chapter 4, was used .

Emergency queen cells, constructed between the time when the first

group of marked bees was introduced into the hive and the time when

the last group of marked bees was introduced into the hive, .weïe
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F'IGURE I O. T\A¡O CAPPED QUEEN CELLS, CONTAIN]NG
EMERGING VIRGIN QUEENS, BEING INTRO-
DUCED INTO A HIVE.
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clestroyed by hand.

Five days before the last group of rnarkecl worker bees

v¿as introducecl into the hive, two rnaLecl queens, about one rnonth

old, were inlrod.uced. separately into the hive by using two wire

screen push-in cages placed about I5 crn apart on the sarne side of

the cornb (Figure 11). They were confined in the cages with four to

five worker bees for six days to allow the worker bees of the hive

utto get used to thernil before they were released. After their release'

the behaviour of both queens towards each other and the behaviour

of the rnarked v/orker bees towards both queerÌs were observed con-

tinuously until one queen was kitled. This experirnent was replicated

nine tirnes using nine different observation hives. Ali replicates

were done between Juiy and August 1974'

rrrated

(Steel

statistical analyses of both the virgin queen and the

. queen experiments were d'one by using the chi-square test

and. Tolrie, 1960; Snedecor and Cochran' 1973)'

5.2.2 Results and Discussion

5.Z"Z"I Behaviour of Queens

Thebelraviourofthetwovirginqueenstowardseachother

\Mas similar to that of t1:e two rnated queens. The queens disptayed

only aggressive behaviour towalds each other when they met' The
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FIGURE 1]. TWO MATED QUEENS IN SEPARATE PUSH-IN
CAGES MADtr OF \AIIRE SCREENING.
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rlör--aggTessive behaviour of the queens in the absence of worker

bees, as reported by V/aikakul (L973) and Sza]oo and Srnith (1973),

was not observed in this studY.

. The followin g aggTessive behaviour was observed in both

the virgin queen and the mated queen experirnents:

Pa.vÐg: One queen stroked. the olher queen with her fore-legs when

they met; on occasion each qlleen stroked the other sirnultaneously

which usually lecl to holding, biting, and stinging. This behaviour

usually occurred when both queens first rnet each other.

Holding -biting: One queen usually held the o';her queen by the legs,

thorax, or abdornen with her legs and k¡it it (rnostly on the wings

or legs) with her rnandibles. usually, the queen was unable to inju::e

her rival by biting. sornetirnes the queens held and bit each other

sirnultaneouslY.

Holding - biting - stinging: one gueen held and bit the other queen as

previously described; she then bent her abdornen and extended her

stingtowardstlrebodyoftheotlrerqueen,rnostlyattlreventral

regions of the thorax and abdorrì.en. sometirnes both queens held,

bit, and atternptecl to sting each other sirnultaneously. I{owever, I

observed that only one queen was evel'kitled in cornbat; this was

consisLent with the obse::vation of Huber'(1814)'
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The firsL behavioural pattern clescribed above was

reported by 'lvaikakur (IÇ23) ancr the last two were reportecl by

Lensky et al. (i970), Waikakut (iÇ23) and Szabo and Srnith (i9?3)

when they put two virgin queens togetrrer,without worker bees present.

Kovtun (r949) and Mernik (19sr) reporLed aggressive berraviour of
a mated queen towards other mated queens in one of his rnultipie_

queen colonies, but Lensky et al. (1920) found that when maLed queens

a::e paired without worker bees prese't they usually clo not fight wirh

each other' Kovtun (1949) arso reported that alrhough the mated

queens one and one-half years old in his rnull.ple_queen colonies

fought, they could noL bend their abdomens, which were full of eggs,

to sting and kill one another.

5.2"2 "Z Behaviour of Worker Bees

Marked worker bees were observed. to display both

aggressive and non-aggressive behaviour towards the pair of virgin,

or mated, queens. The types of behaviour displayed were sirnilar

to those dispta-yed by worker bees in the one-queen experiments.

Because I was mainly interested in how worker bees behave lowards

an extra queen, only aggressive behaviour (i. e. holding - biting -

stinging) dis¡:layed by the marlced worlcer bees of differe¡t ages was

recorded. The data ale shown in Table XI. The results show thaf;



TABLE )fl. THE OCCURRENCE OF' AGGRESSIVE BEHAVTOUR BY \A7'ORKER
BEES OT' DIFFERENT AGES FROM THE TIME THE QUEENS
WERE RELEASED UNTIL ONE QUEEN WAS KILLED"

Types of experiment

Virgin queen experiment+

Mated queen experirnenl+

Occurrence of aggressive behaviour by rnarked

* Recorded frorn nine replicates.

+ * This group of rna¡ked worker bees was not present in the virgin queen experiment.

1-7 days B-14 days 15-ZL days

13

ZZ-ZB days

Total

++

tz

to

z5

{{
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in bof;h the virgin queen and the mated qLreen experiments orcrer

marked worrrer bees usuaily disprayed aggressive behaviour towar-cls

one or both of Lhe introducecr queens rrrore frequenLry Lhan clid the

yoì'lnger ones. The resutts also show that trre youngesr group of

markecl worker bees (one to seven days o1cl) did not display aggressive

behaviour rowards the queens" szabo and rownsencl (Lg74) obtained

similar results when they introd.uced a virgin qlreen into a cage con_

taining worker bees of l<nown agesi they found that older worker

bees (r4-zL days old) usually attack the introduced quee, and younger

worker bees (seven days old) usually accept ter.

It appears that any aggressive behaviour towards intro-
duced queens by older worker bees usually aLtracts other worker bees

which rrball'r one, or both, of the queens" The term,rbalring,'is

generally used to describe how worker bees get rid of their intrr-rders

(see footnote in Chapter 4). The balling of a queen could be described

as the aggressive behaviour disptayed by a group of worl<er bees

(mos.tiy older bees) torvards an introduced. queen; first a few worker

bees heId, pulled, bit, and tried to sting ¡he queen, then Lhe other

worker bees formed a baii around. her (Figure Lzl. The number of

the çorker bees involved in the'ßballingrr varied between 30 and I50

worlcel bees. sometimes each qLleen was balled separately, alilrough
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T.IGURE 12. A QUEEN BEING '¡BALLED'" AS SEEN
THROUGH THB GLASS V/ALL OF AN
OBSERVATION HIVE.
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in a few caEes they were both balled whire fighting (Figure 13);

alEernatively, one queen might be balled while E,he other queen ran

around the 'oall lrying to penetraüe it (Figure ì4)" usualiy, ûhe

worker bees killed one of the queens; horvever, in one of my mated

queen experiments, in which both of the rnated gueens fought, they

were balled, and eventually killed by'the worker bees. The balled

queen rnight be kill.ed in the first or subsequent ballings byrtsuffo-

catingrr as suggested by Huber (1814) or by being stung by the ba[i.ng

worker bees. tilhiie a queen was being balled, some r,vorker bees,

which had chased and toucheo the queen¡ wêr€ subsequentLy bailecl

and sornetimes kilted by their fellow worker beesi this kind of

balLing has also been reported by BuiLer (I954a't.

Huber (1814) appears to have been the first observer Eo des-

cribe the balling behaviour of worker bees. Gary (1961), and trrlalton antl

Smith t1969) postulated that this behaviour of worker bees might be

elicited by above norrnal concentration of the rnandibular gla.nd

pheromone produced by the queen, by a trace factor in the pheromone

that acts as a reteaser for worker bee aggressive behaviour, and/or

by an alarrn pheromone procluced by the attacking worker bees them-

selves. Yadava and Smith (l97ta, 197Ib) suggested that under certain

stress conditions a queen rnight produce a rrstress pheromonett from
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T.IGURE 13. T\MO QUEENS BEING
WHILE FIGHTING.

BALLED TOGETHffi.
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her mandibula' grands that evokes the ba[ing behaviour of worlcer

bees. From rny observations, it seems that various lcinds of phero_

mones, produce<i by both queens in rarge quantiLies wrren trrey meet

each other or during their encounters, and/or an alarm pheromone

that might be produced by the worker bees in response to the queenst

pheromones, might be responsible for the initiation of worker bee

ball.ing behaviour.

5.2.2.3 Behavioural patterns

Although each pair of virgin or mated queens acted

differently from the others, any pair of virgin or mated queens dis-
played the same general behaviouraL patterns when they met each

other. After they emerged from their cells, or were released from

the cages, they did not fight each other irnrnediately but wand.ered

among worker bees. However, when they met each other, fighting

between thern usually occurred. The fighting might be initiated by

one or both queens pawing the other, followed by holding, biting and

stinging behaviour. occasionally, if fighting did not occur when they

first met each other, they pawed each other for two to three seconds

and then separated. However, they always fought with each other in

subsequent encounters. The fighting queens held legs, bit wings

and/or legs and bent the abdomen to sting the other either on the
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thorax or abdomen. The fighting pair usua[y dropped from the face
of the comb onto the observation hivers froor. It appeared that one

queen rarely injured the other during the first encounter. There was

only one virgin queen experiment and one mated queen experiment

in r¡'hich one queen successfully stung and pararyzed. her rival queen

during the first encounter. In the other pairs, if one or both queens

'were not balled and kirled by the worker bees, they fought with each

other again, during which time one queen usuarly killed the oLher one.

A queen would be abre to pararyze or kilr her rivar queen if she

could insert her sting through the rnembrane ¿round the base of the

coxa of any leg of her rivar queen; this process has never been

described previously. Butler (I954) reported that the sting is in_

serted between the segments of any part of the body and Dines (I968)

and' Lensky 9!e!. (19?0) stared that rhe sring rnighr go rhrough the

membranes between the abdominal segrnents.

'w'orker bees d.isplayed similar' behavioural patterns

towards pairs of virgin queens as rvelr as pairs of, rrated queens.

wren fighting between queens occurred the worker bees clustered

around them and sornetimes tried to ball thern ivhile they were fighting.

,after both queens sepaïated from each other the worlcer bees, mostly

the older ones, chased and tried to ball and kill one, or occasionally,
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both queens. In one of the mated queen experiments the worker bees

killed both queens while balling them.

It is therefore apparent that when a pair of queens

(eíther virgin or mated. queens) are introduced into a queenress

observation hive, they fight with each other and one of
'them is usual.ly killed by the other or by the .¡¡orker bees. The

number of fighting pairs, the number of fighting pairs which fight
when they first meet, and the number of fighting pairs in which one

queen is killed by her rival queen or by the worker bees¡ ârê shov,m

in Table )cI, Table xlrr, and rabre xrv respectivery.

Table xII shows that anhough a greater number of paired

virgin queens fought this did not rnean that the virgin queens \trere

more aggressive than the mated queens. rt appears that in all of the

non-fighting pairs of mated queens one or both queens were balled

by worker bees before they had a chance to meet each other. It is

possíble tha.t if they had had an opportunity to meet they would. have

fought with each other.

The number of fighting pairs of virgin gueens, which

fought when they first met each other, was not significanily different

from that of the mated queens (0.250<p<o.50o) (Table )<tu). The

results from Table XrV sb.ow that the ability of the mated gueens to



Kinds of queens

T"A,BLE XU" NUMRER OT' ¡.IGHTING PAIRS Or¡ OUNPNS"

Virgin

Mated

* one or both queens of alt pairs weïe balled by worker bees before meeting each other.

TABLE XIU" NUMBEROF'T'IGHTING PAIRS \4/HICH FOUGI{T WHEN THEYI'IRST MET

Total No. of pairs
observed

Kinds of queens

9

9

Virgin

Mated

No. of fighting
pairs

+ Chi-square test between virgin and mated queens

Total No. of the
fighting pairs

9

6

9

6

No. of non-fighting
pai::s

No. of fighting pairs which fought
when they first met

0

3+

gt

4*

= 1. lt (0. 250<p<0. 500) non_significant.
@
o.



TABLE XIV.

Kinds of queens

Virgin

Mated

NUMBER OF FIGHTING PATRS IN \44{ICH ONE QUEENWAS KILLED BY HER RIVAL QUEEN.

Total No. of
fighting pairs

t chi-square test between virgin and mated queens È

* * Both mated queens \Mere kirled'in one experiment.

9

6

No, of fighting pairs
in which one queen
was killed by her rival

6+

3f

No. of fighting pairs
in which one queen
was kiileci by the

workers

0.42 (0. 500<p<0. ?50) non-significant.

3

3+ +

oo\]
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kill other queens was not significanily different from that of the

virgin queens (0.500<p< 0.250)" However, Kovtun (tggg) reported
that the mated qüeens one and one-harf years old in his muttipr.e-
gueen colonies were unable to kitl one another. This suggests that
the abirity of mated gtreens to kilr their rivals decr.ines as

5"3
Clipperj Stings

5.3. I Method.s

one-frame observation hives, similar to those used in

previous experiments, \^/ere used but no marked worker bees of

known ages \\rere ad.ded to them. The virgin and the mated gueens

.used in the experiments were about one day and. one month old

respectively. Prior to the experiments, a quarter to a half of their
stíngs were cut off with micro-scissors without using an anaesthetic. ,.,.: ,,

. .:.

' r:, t .'-The thorax of the queen was held between the thumb and the index 
.,,.,,,,1

finger; her sting,-which protruded while she was held, was then cut

off. Two of these virgin (or mated) queens were then introduced separ_
.:.ately into a hive using wire screen push'in cages similar to those used ,,' l

in the previous experiments. They weïe confined in the cages with four

to five worker bees for six days to a[ow the worker bees of the hive
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ttt'o get' used to themr before they were {ereased. After their rerease,
their behaviour towards each other, andthe worker beesr behaviour

towards them, ',rere observed continuousty until one queen was kirled.
Another observation hive, into which one virgin (or mated) queen

.with a clipped sting was introduced by means of a wir.e screen push_

ín cage was used as a control. Each experiment was replicated five
times during August LgTs.

5"3.2 Results and Discussion

rt appears that the shrort sting of a queen does not affect
her acceptance by worker bees. rn each of the contrrrr hives into

wluch one virgin or one rnated gueen with a clipped sting was intro-
duced, the queen was weil accepted by the worker bees. This indi-
cates that if the worker bees in each of the two -queen experirnents

rejected either one or boÈh queens they did so because they responded

to other stimuli , not because the queen had her sting cut

short.
.'

In each of the two-gueen experiments,, both introduced

queens were well accepted by the worker bees after they were

released from their cages. 'when they met each other, fighting ,

initiated by one or both of them, usually occurred,. The pawing,

hotding - biting, and holding : biting - stinging behaviour, similar to
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thát performecl by a pair of virgin or rnated queens with normal stings
in the previous experiments, was also observed. Arthough they were
deprived of their stings, the queens kept on fighting and stinging each

other; however, they could not kill each other by stinging. Sorne

pairs of. queens without stings had their wings badry torn due

to the long periods of fighting. The worker bees usually clustered

around the fighting queens but took no part in the fighting. They tried,
however, to chase and ba[ one or both queens when the queens separ_

ated frorn each other. rn some of the virgin queen and the mated

queen experiments the worker bees batled bolh queens while they were

fighting. However, most of the queens tried to escape from the

worker bees. Three virgin queens, frorn two different observation

hives, fought back by grabbing the chasing bees and stinging thern;

however, they were unable to injure the bees. The bafling behaviour

of the worker bees was the same as that observed in the previous

experiments. The nurnber of fighting pairs, and the number of the

fighting pairs which fought, when they first rnet each other are shown

in Table XV.

Table XV shows that each pair: of virgin and mated queens

without stings always fought with each other when they were in the

same hive. It also appears that the number of pairs of virgin queens



TABLE XV. NUMBER OF F'IGT{TING PAIRS OF QUEENS WITI{THEIR, STINGS CUT SHORT"

Kinde of queen

Virgin

Mated

Total No. of pairs
observed

* Chi-square test between virgin and mated queens

5

5

No. of pairs
which fought

5

5

No. of pàirs which fought
lVhen they first met

= 1. I I ( 0. 250<p<0. 500) non_significant.

4+

5+

\o
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which fought when they first encountered each other was not signifi-
cantly different from that of the pairs of mated queens (0.250<p<0.500).

These results suggest that virgin and. mated queens deprived

of stings have the same degree of aggressiveness when they mee t
: I ..: :.:.

the same kind of queens in the presence of worker bees

rn a[ experiments one queen was usua*y bailed and ki[ed
by the worker bees; there was one exception in v¡hich one of the

virgin gueens was driven out of the hive by the worker bees. In two

virgin queen experiments the queens ceased. fighting but the worker
bees interfered and killed one of the queens. In the other experiments,

one queen was usually killecl by the worker bees before she had an

opportunity to co-habit with the other gueen. Anderson (1960) and

- 
Lqnsky ut 3!. (19?o), vrho put two rnated. gueens deprived. of their
stings into a one-frame observation hive and a stand,ard Langstrottr

hive respectively, obtained the same results

The resurts t'rom the experiments with two ordinary

queens, and two queens deprived of their stings, raise two important
:

problems relating to the use of multiple-queen colonies, (t) Hre

kitling of one queen by the other queen and (z) the kifling of one, or

both, queens by the uprker bees. The first problem rnight be over-

come by cutting the queenst stings short before introducing them into
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a hive. The second problem seems to be moïe difficult to overcome.

Smith (1923), Lensky and Darchen (1963), ârcl Lensky et al" (I970)

emphasized the importance of the behaviour of the worker bees in

initiating and maintaining rnuttipre-queen coronies. To oveïcome

the worker bee probrem, further studies which míght involve the

masking of the odours of the queens so that they do not attract the

worker bees, and the use of newry emerged worker bees when the

multiple-gueen colonies are initiated, shouid be undertaken.



CHAPTER 6

BEHAVIOUR OT' A VIRGIN OR A MATED QU¡]EN ANDWORKER d.FjES TOIMARDS QUEEN CEI,I,S CONTAINIi\ÍG
QUEEN BROOD OF DIFÏ.ERENT AGES

6.I Introduction

Besides attacking other adur.t queens, a virgi.n queen

usually attacks any queen ce[s present,in her colony (Huber, rgL4;

Butler, L954a, 19?5)" If a queenrs rivals can be el.iminated before

they emerge from their celts, there is ress chance of a queen being

killed in the ensuing trbatiles". Litil.e inforrnation is available on

how the queen attacks q*een cefls, and in what sequence the various

cells are attacked. Huber (tgt4) and. Butleï (1954a) reported

'that usually both virgin and maËed queens atÈack capped queen

cells. Allen (1956), however, found. that a mated queen also attacks

uncapped queen cells. The following experirnents were conducted

to investigate the behaviour of a virgin queen, or a mated queen,

, 
and worker bees towards queen ce[[s as well as the preference of

virgin and mated. queens in attacking queen cells containing queen

brood of different ages

6"?, Merhods

94
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6.r. t

A queenress observation hive was prepared in the same

way as that used for the virgin queen experiment described in

Ç]'aptet 4, except that no marked worker bees of known ages were

added to it.

on the third day after the hive was set up, ancl after a'
natural emergency queen cells .were destroyed by hand¡ â set of four
queen cells, one containing a young rarva, one an ord rarva, one aì

young PuPa, and one an old pupa, was introduced at randorn into each

hive. The cells weïe pressed gently onto the same side of the comb

about six crn from one another (Figure i5). Anotheï queen cerl,

containing a queen which wourd emerge in the next few hours was

also placed in the hive on the sarne side of the comb. After the virgin
queen emerged from her cell, her behaviour towards the four queen

cells containing queen brood was observed continuously for 24 ,'o.'rs.

After 24 hours this set of queen cells was removed frorn the hive and

a ne\Ã/ set was presented to the same virgin queen. This experiment

was replicated nine times using nine different observation hives and

nine different virgin queens. The number of sets of queen cells which

were presented to each virgin queen is shown in Table xx. All

replicates were done in August I973.
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FIGURE I5. A SET OT" FOUR QUEEN CELLS EACH
CONTAINING A LARVA OR PUPA, AND A
QUEEN CELL CONTAINING AN EMERGING
QUEEN, BEING INTRODUCED INTO A HIVE.
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6.2.2 Matecl Queen Experirnent

A queenless observation hive r^ras prepared in Ehe

same way as tha¿ used for the mated queen experiment described in

chapter 4, except that no marked worker bees of known ages were

added to it.

On the third day after the hive was set up, and after all

natural emergency' queen cells rÃ/ere destroyed by hand, one rnated

queen about one rnonth old was introduced into each hive by using

a wire screen push-in cage. The queen was confined rvith four to

five worker bees íor six days to allow the worker bees in the hive ttto

get used to hertl before she was released" On the day the queen *'as

released, a set of four queen cells containing queen brood of various

ages (see above) was introduced. into the hive in the saûte ïnanner

as in the virgin queen experiment ( Figure 16 ) " After the

queen was released frornthe cage, her behaviour towards the four

queen cells, containing queen brood, lvas observed continuously for

24 hours. After 24 hours this set of queen cells was ïemoved frorn

the hi'¡e and. a new set \Ã/as presented to the saûre mated queen. . This

experiment was replicated five times using five d.ifferent ol,¡servation

hi.ves and five different mated queens" Four sets of these queen cells

were presented to each mated queen" All replicates were cione in
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Aúgust I97 4.

Statistical analyses of boLh the virgin queen and the

mated queen experiments were done by using the t-tesi, ciri-square

test (Steei and Torrie, 1960; Snedecor and Cochran, T973), or a

rnultiple compalison analysis based on Friedrnan Rank Surns

(Hollander and Wolfe, 1973ll.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6 . 3- I Behavioural Patte rns

After a virgin queen ernerged frorn her cell (or a rnated

queen was released frorn her cage) she did not rush to attack the

queen cells irnrrrediately but spent solne tirne wandering on thc sur-

face of the cornb. The length of tirne spent by the virgin (and the

rnated) queens frorn the tirne they ernerged frorn their cells (or were

released. frorn their cages) until they started attacking the first queen

cells is shown in Table XVI. It appears that the virgin queens spent

significantly more tirne (P.0.005) wandering over the cornbs than

did the rnated queens before they started attacking the first queen

cell of each set.

'vVhen the virgin (or

cell, she did not afrvaYs attack

Butler ( 197 5)" Sometirnes she

rnated) queen first located a queen

it; this agrees with the rePorts of

examined the cell for 5-10 seconds



rABLE xvr :ilfü# 3å#T?;åiil:i;.?y'iJiäiåy^?ä'ä"
FIRST QUEEN CELL OF EACH SET"

Kind of gueens

Virgin

Mated

Total nurnber of
queens observed

>k:l.t-test between virgin and rnated queens = 3.38 (P<0.005).

Total nurnber of
cell sets observed

40

20

Mean length of time before
the first queen cell rvas
attacked
(x: S. E. ) (hours : rninutes)

5:14

0zZI

+

I

1.0 I '1.'1.

0:06

H

O
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and then left without dispiaying any s!gns of aggression towards the

cell; later she returned to the cell and attacked it.

The virgin and the nrated queens 'lisplayed sirnilar

behavioural patterns in attacking the various kinds of queen cells"'

When attacking an uncapped queen cell {either containing a young.

or an old larva), the queen usually held the cell with her legs,

orientêd her head upward,s,:and. bit the cell waltr with her mandibles.

Before biting the wall of tþe uncapped cell.(or sornetinles while doing.

so), the queen would put her head through the opening of the cell to

exarnine the iar;a inside. This behaviour by a rnatecl queen \Ã¡as

reported by Atlen (1956), but no author has previously reported this

behaviour by a virgin queen. It is possible that the queen rnight have

also bitten the larva inside the cel.l while exarnining it but this was

difficult to deterrnine "

'when attacking a capped queen cell ( conEaining either a

young or an old pupa), the queen usually held the queen cell with her

legs, orïented her head upwards, and. bit through the thin part of the

cellrs walt with her rnandibles (Figure 17). Flowever, Fluber (1814)

and. Butlex (1954a) observed that when attacking.capped queen cerrs.

virgin queens usually start by biting holes close to the tips of the

cells, but later bite holes nearer the bases. The queen bit the cell
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uniil she was able to rnake a srnall hole about two rnm in cliameter

in the cell and then went on biting and enlarging the hole in every

direction. While en[arging the holes, most queens also put their

heads through the holes to examine the pupae inside the cells

(Figure 1B). It is possible that the queens rnight have also bitten the

pupae when exarnining lhern but again, tl:is was difficult to deterrnine.

]¡Vaikakul (LgZZ) observed the behaviour of virgin queens towards

queen cells in the absence of worker bees and saw the queens bite

the pupae, or ernerging queens, inside the queen cells. It appears that

this biting behaviour of both virgin and rnated queens has not been

reported previously.

Sorne queens did not bite the cells continuousllr but left

the cells, wandered in the vicinity of the cells for a half to one

rninute, and then carne back to bite the cells again. Sorne of the rnated

queens also laid one or two eggs when they ternporarily left the cells.

After biting and leaving a cell, the queen would usually corne back

sometime d.uring thenext I0-I5 rninute period to examine the hole she

had rnade previously . I observed that regardless of how large a

hole was made, the queen never pulled the larva or the pupa out of

its cell. The tirne spent, by virgin, and rnated qlleens, in attacking

different kincls of queen cells is shown in Table XVII and. Table XVIII
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FIGURE iB" A QUEEN EXAMINING A PUPA INSIDE A
CAPPED QUEI]N CELL.
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re spectively.

ït appears, frorn Tabre xvII, that the virgin queens spent

significantly more time attacking the capped queen cets containing ,r,,,,,,,,,,

old pupae than they did the uncapped queen ceils containing old larvae
(P<0.0I). The time spent by the virgin queens in attacking the capped 

:).:.queen cells containing old pupae was not. significantly different frorn ,::,;,',;

the time they spent attacking the capped queen ce[s containing young ,,, 
,

pupae- TabLe XVII also shows that there was no significant difference
between the time spent by the virgin queens in attacking the capped

queen cells containing yorlng pupae and the ur,capped queen cells

containing old larvae. Because only or¡.e uncapped queen ceu, con-

taining a young larva, was attacked by a virgin queen, no statistical 
:

analysis was done (see Tabre XVrI). The resurt.s shown in Tabre

xvII' however, suggest that the virgin queens appeared to spend ress

time attacking the uncapped queen celrs containing young rarvae than ,, .,,,1

the other ltinds of queen cells. ' :,:,;,'::

Tahle XVIil shows that the mated queens spent significantly

more time attacking the capped queen celIs containing young or old

pupae than they did the uncapped queen cerls containing young or old

larvae (P<0.01). The time spent by the mated queens in attacking

the uncapped queen cells, containing young larvae, was not significantly



TABLE XVII.

Kinds of queen cellsl

A

TIME SPENT BY VIRGIN QUEENS TN ATTACKING
QUEEN CELLS CC TTAINING BROOD OF DTT'FERENT AGES.

B

c

D

No" of queen cells
obs erved

A = uncapped queen cells containing young larvae.
B = uncapped queen cells containing old. larvae.
C = capped queen cells containing young pupae"

D = capped queen ceils containing old pupae.
2
Tigures within a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at theIlo LeveI by t-test.

16

Mean time spent by virgin queens
in attacking queen cells

(x : S. E. ) (mins:sec"¡z

L9

07:00

rrz26 ! Oz:04,

26:45 ! 03:43,

34222 !. 04:06,

a

ãrb

b

H
o
cr.



Kinds of queen cellsl

TABLE XVilI.

A

TIME SPENT BY MATED QUEENS IN ATTACKING
QUEEN CELLS CONTATNING BROOD OF DIT'F'ERENT ACES.

B

c

No. of queen cells
obs erved

D

tA = uncapped queen cells containing young larvae.
B = uncapped queen cells containing old larvae.
C = capped queen celis containing young pupae.
D = capped queen cells containing oid pu.pae.

ZFigor." within a column followed by the sarne letter are not significanily different at thelfo Leve| by t-test.

11

11

10

IZ

Mean time spent by mated. queens
in attacking queen cells

(* I s. E. ) (mins:"ecs¡z

I4:tt 104:10,

1I:27 I 01 :41 ,

46:30 ! 05:34,

48245 ! 06:23,

o\¡
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different from the time they spent in attacking the uncapped queen

cells containing or'd larvae. There was also no significant difference
between ßhe timo spent by mated queens in a!.,acking cappecl

queen certs containing young and old pupae (see Table xvrrr)"

It appears that the maJed gueens spent significantly more
time in attacking the queen cells containing young pupae than did the

virgin queens (P<0.01) (Table )üX)" Flowever, the time spent by

the mated queens in attacking the queen cerls containing old rarvae

and old pupae rvas not significanily different from that spent by the

virgin gueens. it is not possible to statisticaily cornpar.e tlie tirne

spent by the virgin queens with that spent by the mated queens in

attacking the queen ce[s containing young larvae because only one of

the queen cells containing young rarvae was attacked by a virgin
queen. The mated queens, howeveï, appeêred to spend fitore time

attacking the queen cells containing young larvae than did the virgin

queens (Table )CX).

In all experiments neither the virgin nor the mated queens

vrere observed to sÈing the larvae or the pupae inside the queen

celts. Huber (I814) and Butler (tg54a, l9?5) reported that virgin

queens sting only the emerging queens inside the gueen celIs. rt

seems that the factor(s) that evokes stinging behaviour of queens is



Kinds of
queen cells 1

TABLE XIX. TIME SPENT BY VIRGIN AND MATED QUEENS INÁTTACKTNG EACH KIND OF' QUEEN CELLS.

A

B

Mean time spent by virgin queens
in attacking queen cells
(i f S. E. )(mins:secs)

C

D

1^ -A = uncapped queen ce[1s containing young larvae.
B = urrcâpped queen cells containing old larvae.
C = capped queen cells containing young pupae.
D ; capped queen cells containing oid pupae.

t¡t¡Significantly different at the LTo LeveL by t_test.
nsNot significantly different at tlne 5fo level by t_test.

7:00

tr:26 ! OZ:O+

26:45 ! OZ:+Z

34;22 ! O+:06

Mean time spent by mated queens
in attacking queen cells
(* f S. E. )(mins:secs)

i4:i1 I O+:iO

II:27 1 01;41ns

46ß0 j 05:34'i.'k

4B*5 j 06:23ns

Ho\o
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not yet known.

The preference of virgin gueens in attacking different ,ì

kinds of queen cells , anaLyzed by a multiple ct-rmparison based on '.,

tr'riedman Rank Sums (Holtander and W'ol.fe, Lg73l, is different from

that of mated queensi the virgin gueens preferred to attack the 
. :::

capped queen cells containing'young or old pupae (C or D type) before ',,,,'i,

.'
they attacked the uncapped queen ce[[s containing young or old larvae ',,,,,,,,.:::.:.r,'-:1

(A or B type) (P<0"01) (see Table XX)" In t973I obtained the same
:
j

results when I placed a virgin queen in a cage with queen cells con-

taining queen brood of different ages (see lV.aikakul, l9?3)" In the

present study r also observed that the experimental virgin queens

seldom attacked the uncapped queen cells! this agrees with the reports

ofBut1erlI954a,19?5).ThematedqueenS,un1ikethevirgins,

shoç¡ed no prercerence for aÈtacking a particular kind of queen cell

(Table xxr) " ,; 
:,r1,,r,,

.-
The total numbers of queen cells containing young , 

,_: 
.:-: .::.

larvae, old Larvaer ]oung pupae, and old pupae respecLively, att,acked

by virgin and mated queens were also compared (see Tables XXII' XXIII,

xxlv, and xxv). The mabd queens attacked significanfly more

queen cells containing young [arvae (Tabte XXII) or old larvae

(Tabl.e XXIil) than did the virgin queens (P<0.005); no significant



Queen
No.

T¿'BLE XX. PREFERENCE OT' VIRGIN QUEENS IN ATTACKING QUEENCELLS CONTAINTNG QUEEN BROOD OT'DIFFERENT AGES.

No. of sets of
queen cells

I
z
3

4
5

6

7

8

9

6

6

6

5

5

5

4
4
3

Preference of vir

Total

1st Znd 3rd 4th tst Znd 3rd 4t}r

0"0
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1A=

B=
Ç=
þ=

uncapped queen cells containing young larvae.
uncapped queen cells containing old larvae.
capped queen ceils containing young pupae.
capped queen cells containing oid pupae"

00002033003300
00000021004200
0000r042002200
r00r0i3200z?,t0
000i0013104100
00011013104000
00rr00011010r0
00001020000r00
000100roi02000

44

in queens in attackin

x Number of queen cells attacked by a queen.

B

lst Znd 3rd 4th 1st Znd 3rd 4th

queen cellsl

D

17 15 zz rz

H
H



TABLE XXT. PRET'ERENCE O¡. MATED QUEENS IN ATTACKING QUEEN CELLSCONTAINTNG QUEEN BROOD OF'DIFFERENT AGES.

Queen No. of sets of
No. queen cells

I
z
3

4
5

Total

4
4
4
4
4

Preference of mated queens in attackin

I*.4 = uncapped queen cells containing young larvae.
B = uncapped queen cells containing old larvae.

C = capped queen cells containing yoLlng pupae.

D = capped queen cells containing old pupae.

lr Number of queen cells attacked by a queen.

lst Znd 3rd 4th tst Znd 3rd 4th

A

z0

t*ltoto0zzt0ooztO
010010zoitzozzo0
3001040000221021
zz0011Zo11oz00zz
01012010i0301300

B

1st Znd 3rd 4th

c

ueen cells I

lst Znd 3rd 4th

D



TABLE XXil"

Kinds of queens

Virgin I

Mated.Z

NUMBER OT' QUEEN CELLS CONTAINING YOUNG LARVAE\4/HICH WERE ATTACKED BY VIRGIN AND MATED QUEENS.

'l*Observed frorn nine different virgin queens.) _ v r¡ õ¡¡¡ YsççrLÞoObserved. from five different mated queens.

Total number of queen
cells given to queens

+Chi-square test between virgin and. mated queens

Kinds of queens

TABLE XXIII"

44

z0

Virgin I

Mated.2

Total number of queen
cells attacked

lObrerved. frorn nine different virgin queens.
ZOb"erved frorn five different mated queens.

NUMBER O¡. QUEEN CELLS CONTAINING OLD LARVAEI4'HICH IA/ERE ATTACKED BY VTRGIN AND MATED QUEENS.

Total number of queen
ceils given to queens

unl-square test between virgin and mated queens

1+

l4+

44

z0

Total number of queen
cells not attacked

= 35. I5 (p<0. 005) highty significant.

Total number of queen
cells attacked

43

6

L2,+

17+

Total number of queen
cells not attacked

= 1B:49 (P<0. 005) highty significanr.

3Z

3

F

(,



TABLE XXIV.

Kinds of queens

Virginl
MatedZ

lOb.erved from nine different virgin queens"
ZOb"erved frorn five different mated queens.

NUMBER OT'QUEEN CELLS CONTATNTNG YOUNG PUPAEWHICH 14/'ERE ATTACKED BY VIRGIN AND MATED QUEENS.
Totai number of queen

ce1ls given to queens

*Chi-square test between virgin and mated queens

44

zo

Kinds of queens

TABLE XXV"

Total number of queen
ceils attacked

Virgin I

MatedZ

IOb"erved from nine different virgin queens.
ZOb"erved from five different mated queens.

NUMBER OF QUEEN CELLS CONTAINING OLD PUPAE
WHICH I¡¡ERE ATTACKED BY VIRGIN AND MATED QUEENS.

Total number of queen
cells given to queens

36+

tg *

Chi-square test between virgin and. mated queens

Total number of queen
celis not attacked

44

z0

= I.98(0. 100<p<0. 250) non_significant.

Total number of queen
cells attacked

B

I

36+

1g +

Total number of queen
cells not attacked

= 1.9 B (0. 100<p<0. 250) non_significant.

I
I
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difference u/aa found between the numbers of gueen celts containing.
young Pupae (TabLe XXIV) or old pupae (Table XXV) that were

attacked by the virgin or the mated queens.

I or¡served that a virgin or a mated queen must first
attack capped gtteen cells before worker bees would destroy them.

However, Builer (Lgrs') reported that worker bees atso attack queen

ce[[s even though the ce[s have not been attacked first by a virgin

etêêni, r observed that approxirnateiy six to eight worker bees,

some of which .were continuously being.replaced, clustered around

each cell without showin g arLy aggressive behaviour towards it. After
the queen finished biting the cell, the clustering worker bees carried
on the destruction by enrarging the hore first started by the queen,

by sucking I'iquid from the pupa inside the cell', by purling the pupa

out of the cell, andbydisposing of it outside the hive. rt appeared

that when the queen was biting the cell sorne of the worker bees also

assisted her. However, if the queen made only a very smal.l hole

(i" e. less than I mm in diameter) in the wall of either a capped or

uncapped queen cell, the worker bees usually did not enlarge the hole

but repaired it; this verifies the report of Builer (IgS4a, Lg75I.

when an uncapped queen cell was not attacked by the

queen, the worker bees either destroyed it or fed the tarva inside it
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throughout the experimentar period. The worker bees destroyed an

uncapped queen ceil in the same manner as they d.estroyed a capped

queen cell as described above.

The resurts indicate that the virgin and the mated queens

exhibit similar behaviourar patterns in attacking queen ceils" How_

ever, the virgin queens usually preferred to attack capped queen

cells while few attacks were directed toward.s the uncapped ones.

The mated queens displayed no preference in attacking queen ceils
''

as the uncapped queen cells'were attacked as frequently as the capped

ones.



CHAPTER 7

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE WHY

QUEENS ATTACK QUEEN CELLS

7 .7 Introduction

usually, a virgin (or mated) queen attacks queen cets,

l particularry the capped ones, that appear in her hive (Huber, rLr4;
Butler, 1954a, 1975.'. rt is possibie that certain factors, e. g.

, "dour' orientatiotr, ând texture of a queen cell rrìay assist the queen
:

in recognizing the cell and stimulating her to attack it; however,
l

little is known about this subject. Therefoìe, the following experi-
I

I rnents were done to ascertain the role of odour and. queen ceII
)

I orientation in attracting queens to queen cells.

7.2 Methods

one-frame observation hives weïe used in the experi-
ments (see chapter 6). In the virgin queen experiments a rnature

Queerr cell, containing an emerging queen, was introduced into

each hive by pressing it genfly onto the face of the comb. rn the

mated queen experiments, a mated queen aged 30 days, wes

1t7
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introduced into each hive by means of a wire screen push-in cage
(see Chapter 6)"

The follo*i.g four experirnents, each with a different
virgin queenr wêr€ done on the second day after the queens had

emerged from their cells; These experiments were repeated, using
four different mated queens, on the second day after they were

released from their cages.

A. One capped queen cell, containing

verticaliy in a hive which contained either a

This experiment was used as the rrcontrolrr.

an old pupa, .was placed

virgin or a mated queen.

B. One ernpty capped queen cell, previously containing an old

PuPa, was placed verlically in a hive which contained. either a virgin
or a mated queen. The pupa was removed from the ceti by making

a rrTür' shaped incision through the wa[ of the ceri. The incision was

then carefully seared over by using a heated metal wire placed

directly on the incision to rnelt the wax and to seal the incision.

C. One capped queen ceIl, containing an old pupa, was placed

horizontatty (f igure 19) in a hive which containecl either a virgin or

a mated queen.

D' one empty capped queen ceil, previousry containing an oId

pupa, was placed horizontally in a hive which contained either a
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F'IGURE 19. A HORIZONTALLY PLACED QUEEN CELL
CONTAINING AN OLD PUPA.
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virgin or a mated queen (as in Experiment C). The pupa was removed
from the cet' in the same manner as 

'vas 
d.one in Experiment B.

Each experiment was replicated five times by using

five different virgin or mated queens and five different queen celrs.
.{fter the introduction of a gueen cer1, 'the behaviour of the quêen

and the worker bees in the hive was observed continuousry for
24 hours. If thã queen ce[ was attacked before the end of

t]oe 24 hour period, the observation was terminated at that point.

All experiments lvere conducted in August 19?5 as I was completing

my main study"

7 " 3 Results and Discussion

The number of queen cells destroyed, in various experi_

ments, is shown in Table xxvl and xxvrl. rt appears from these

tables that queen cells containing ord pupae \Ã¡ere attacked more

frequently by both virgin and mated queens than were empty cefls,

regar<lless of their orientation.

The behaviour of both kinds of queens in attacking the

gueen cells in various experiments in this chapter was similar. to



TABLE XXVI.

No.
of

experirnentl

A

B

c

D

No.
of

replicate s

NUMBER OT'QUEEN CELLS,
WHICH U/'ERE ATTACKED BY

l
f̂I

B

No. of queen cells
which'were attacked

by queens

5

5

5

5

= one cappedrverticaliy oriented queen cell
queen (control).

= one empt¡vertically oriented queen cell
sented to each queen.

c = one cappeclrhorizontally oriented queen
each queen.

5

3

5

i

D

IN VARIOUS EXPERTMENTS,
VIRGIN QUEENS.

= one emptyrhorizontally
sented to each queen.

No. of qLleen cells
which were not

attacked by queens

0

z

0

4

No. of queen cells
which were attacked

by worker bees

containing an old pupa was presented to each

previously containing an old pupa was pre-

oriented queen ceil previousry containing an ord pupa $/as pre-

ceil containing an old pupa .was presented to

0

0

0

2



TABLE XXV[.

Type
of

experimentl replicates

A

B

c
D

NUMBER OT'QUEEN CELLS,
}V'HICH '{TERE ATTACKED BY

No.
of

1A

B

c

D

No. of queen cells
which \Ã/ere attacked

by queens

5

5

5

5

= one cappedrvertically oriented queen cell
queen (control).

= one emptyrvertically oriented queen
to each queen.

= one cappedrhorizontaLly oriented queen
queen"

4

3

5

I

IN VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS,
MATED QUEENS.

Ê one emptyrlnorizontally oriented queen ceil
sented to each queen.

No. of queen cells
whi.ch were not

attacked by queens

I

z

0

4

No. of queen ceils
which were attacked

by worker bees

containing an old pupa was presented to each

ceIl previously containing an old pupa \Ã/as presented

cell containing an old pupa u/as presented to each

0

0

0

I

previously containing an old pupa v¡as pre_

t!
Ì!

il
;i
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that of the queens in Chapter 6. It also appears that worker bees

would not destroy a gueen celr unless a queen first attacked it (see

Experiment D for one exception). rn Experirnent D, the v¡orker bees

destroyed two (of four) empty horizontalty praced queen cells even

though they had not been previousry attacked by virgin queens

(Table xxvl)" The experiment was repeated using rnated queens;

one (.f four) queen celr was destroyed by the worker bees (Table

xxvil). The worker bees destroyed the ce[s by tearing the warls
:

of the cells with their mandibles.

The resurts of the experiments d.e,;cribed in this chapter

indicate that orientation is not the factor which stimulates queens to

attack queen cerls" Further studies are required to identify ihe

stimulating factor(s), which may be the odour of the pu.pae and/or
- of other materiars related to the larvae (e.g. food, faeces, cocoons,

etc) inside queen ceils. For example, an expeïiment courd. be set

up by introducing an empty artificial queen cell into an observation

hive which contains either a virgin or a mated queen" Another

experiment could be done by introducing an artificial queen cell

containing a queen pupa into an observation hive which contains

either a virgin or a mated queen; the bottom sid.e of the artificial

cell should be made of wire screen in order to allow the odour of the

pupa to escape from the ceil."
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I was unabl.e to complete these experiments myself
because the neces sary biological rnaterials were not available in the
fall of 1975.



CHAPTER 8

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The ourpose of the research done in this thesis was to
provide nlore basic inforrnation about the behaviour of queens and

v¡orker bees with the hope that such information might be useful for
the successful esta.blishment of multiple-gueen colonies. Experiments
were conducted using virgin queens, mated queens, ând worker bees

in one=frame observation hives v¿hen (t) there was one queen in a
hive, (2) there ìÃ/ere two queens of the same kind in a hive, and (3)

there was one queen, ând a set of queen cerls containing queen brood
of different ages, in a hive.

The virgin gueens showed two main types of behaviour

v¡hile wandering in the hives; these were arbiËrarir.y crassified as

-non-aggressive and aggressive behaviour. Non_aggressive behaviour

consisted of grooming, examining cells, placing the abdomen into
cells, feeding from ce[s, begging food from worrcer bees, receiving

food from wori<er bees, offering food to worker bees, and, holding

other bees. Aggressive behaviour consisted of rocking, hording_

bitíng, and holding-biting-stinging. The mated queens showed onry

non-aggressive behaviour. The types of non-aggressive behaviour

disptayect by the rnated q\reens were simirar to those of the virgin
queens. However, the matecl queens dicl not hotd other bees as did

tz5
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the virgin queensi they did, however, Lay eggs, which was not done

by the virgin queens.

Theie was no regurar sequence of behaviourar patterns

shown by virgin or matecl queens. The number of times each type

of behaviour was performed by the virgin and the mated queens varied

from queen to queen and from day to day. A virgin queen groomed

herself more frequenily than she performed the other types of be-

haviour. she spent a relatively long period of time receiving food
',

from a worker bee and spent a reratively short period of time exaûì-

ining a worker celr or performing rocking movements towards a

worker bee. A mated queen examined worker cells and displayed

laying behaviour rnore frequenfly than she did the other types of be_

haviour. She spent a relatively Iong period of time groorning herself

and spent a relatively short period of tirne exarnining a worker cell.

Marked worker bees perforrned non-aggïessive and.

aggressive behaviour towards both the virgin and the mated queens.

Their non-aggressive behaviour towards the virgin queens consisted

of trembling, licking, begging food frorn the queens, receiving food

from the queens, offering food to the queens, and. holding - clinging.

The non-aggressive behaviour of marked worker bees towards the

mated queens was similar to that shown towards the virgin queens
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except that the worker bees did not perform the trembling behaviour

towards the mated queens" The worker bees disprayed more types

of' aggressive behaviour towarcs the ,¡irgin qu.)ens than they did

towards the mated queens. They performed rocking, holding - purling,

holding - biting, holding -stinging, and hording - biting - stinging

, behavíour towards the virgin gueens and performed rocking and

,holding - biting - stinging behavior+r towards the mated queens.

Genera[y, the marked w-orker bees showed no regular
:

seguence of behaviour towards virgin or mated queens" They licked

both kinds of qucens rnoïe frequeaily than they flisPl.ayed the other

fypes of behaviour. rn the virgin queen experiment, the worker bees

spent a relatively long period of time displaying holding - biting -

stinging behaviour, and spent a reratively short period of time dis-

-ptaying trembling or rocking behaviour, towards virgin queens.

In the rnated queen experiment, the worker bees spent a relatively

long period of time performing holding - cLinging behaviour towards

mated queens and spent a relatively short period of time rrbegging,r

for food from the queens. rt was also observed, that otcler worker

'bees usually displayed .various types of behaviour towards the virgin

and the mated queens more frequently than did younger worker bees.
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worker bees offered food more often to mated queens

than to virgin gueens and these mated queens obtained food more often
than did virgin gueens. This is probabty related to the fact that mated
gueens require more food for ovary devel0pment and egg laying. How_

ever, virgin gueens offered food more often to worker bees than did
mated queens and workers obtained food more often from viqgin ç¡ueens
than they did from mated queens. rt appeared that the virgin gueens

often displayed this type of behaviour in an attempt to decrease the

aggressiveness of the worker bees toward.s them.

Eighteen experiments were done using pairs of virgin or
mated queens in one-frame observation hives to observe their be_

haviour towards one another as welr as the behaviour of the worker
bees in the hives towards them. Nine pairs of newry emerged virgin
queens and nine pairs of one-month ord. mated queens \Ã¡ere used.

rn addition, the behaviour of pairs of virgin or mated queens, whose

stings had been clipped, and the behaviour of worker bees towards

thern, \trere ascertained.

The behaviour of pairs of virgin queens towards each

other was similar to that of pairs of rnated queens towards eac1r other.

There were no behavior¡ral differences between queens, whether or

not the queens had their stings ctipped. 'when two queens met each

other, they usual.ly fought by pawing, holding, biting, and stínging
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each other. For each pair that fought, onry one gueen was stung to
death" A queen was abre to pararyze oî kiü her rival queen if she

could insert her sting through the membrane around. the base of the

coxa of any leg of her rivar queen. usualry, one queen could not

successfuny sting the other during the first encounter. rt appeared

that the virgin and the mated queens showed the same degree of
aggressiveness when they met the same kind of queens.

Generall.y, the old.er worker bees clustered around the
',

fighting queens and tried to bar.r one or both queens while they were

fighting and after they separated from each other. In some experi_

ments one or both queens ï'ere bar.led by worker bees before they

had a chance to meet each other" It appeared. that when one queen

could not kitt her rivar in the fighting (especiar.ry in the experiments

where the stings of both queens had been cripped), the worker bees

usually batl.ed one or both queens untir one queen died. rn one experi-
ment both mated queens were bar,Ied and kir.red. by the worker bees.
'lvhen attacked by uprker bees, some virgin queens fought back by

grabbing and attempting to sting some of the.bees.

The behaviour of virgin queens, mated gueens, and.

worker bees towards sets of queen ceils containing queen brood of

different ages was studied. Newr.y emerged virgin queens, one-month

old mated queens, and queen cells of four clifferent ages (i.e. containing
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a young Larva, an old rarva, a young pupa, or an ord pupa) were used

in the experiments.

Both virgin and mated queens behaved simir.ar'y when

attacking the various kinds of gueen cerls. The queens did not always

attack queen ce's the first time that they rocated them. They attacked

gueen cells by making hoLes through the thin parts of the cell walls

with their mandibres. rt is not certain if they bit the larvae or pupae

inside the cerls' Howeveï, no queen ever pulled a rarva or pupa out
,

of its cel.l" The virgin queens spent more time wandering over the

combs than did the mated queens before they started attacking the

queen cells presented to them" Both the virgin and the mated queens

spent more time attacking the capped queen celrs than the1, ,iid the

uncapped' ones. The virgin queens preferred attacking the capped

queen cells rather than attacking the uncapped ones. unlike the

virgin queens, the mated queens disptayed no preference as,to the

kind of queen cells they attacked.

worker bees disptayed no aggressive behaviour towards

capped queen cells if the cells were not first attacked by the queens.

However, after the queens finished biting the cerls; the worker bees

usually continued to destroy the cells and the pupae inside them. on

the other hand, wqrker bees destroyed uncapped queen cells and the

larvae inside them even though the cells had not been bitten by the
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queens; sometimes they even fed the larvae throughout the experi-
mental period"

preriminary experiments were cond.ucted to investigate
ulhy queens attack gueen cells. Capped queen cells, with or without
old pupae, were presented to r¡irgin and mated queens in either a
vertical or hcrizontal positio'" rt appeared that both the vifgin and

the mated queens attacked the queen ce[s containing ord pupae moïe
frequently' than they dic empty queen cells which previously contained

old pupae regardless of the orientation of the ceHs. It is possible

that the queens attack the queen cells because they are attracted to

the odour of the puPae and/or'of other materials related to the Iarvae

(e"g' food" faeces' cocoons, etc.,) inside the ceil.s. 'w'orker bees

did not usually destroy the queen cell unless the cell was attacked

first by a queen (see also Chapter 6).

The results of the experiments in thís thesis have shown

various types of queen and worker bee behaviour which have not been

reported previously. The new observations are as follows: (l)
offering (food) behaviour d.isprayed by virgin and mated queens towards

worker bees, lzl hoLding, holding-biting, and holding-biting-stinging

behaviour displ'ayed by virgin queens towards worker and drone bees,

(3) ¡rbegging" (food) and receiving (food) behaviour displ.ayed by worker
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bees towards virgin and mated queens , (41the method queens used

to kilt each other, i. e. the trvictoriousrr queen inserts her sting

through the membïane around the base of the coxa of any leg of her
rival queen, and (5) the difference in the preference of vírgin queens

and of mated queens in attacking rJifferent kinds of gueen ceils.

These observations should provide a better understanding

of the social behaviour of queens and, worker bees. They arso ind.i_

cate that two impcrtant problems may be encountered in the estab-
i

lishment of rn-ultiple-queen coronies: (r) the killing of one queen by

the other gueen and (Z) the kiLling of one, or bothr Çüê€ns by the

worker bees" The results of chapter 5 have suggested some methods

that might lead to the solution to these problerns. These methods

include the masking of the odours of queens, the use of queens with

clipped stings, and the use of newly emerged worker bees when flre

multiple-queen colonies are initiated. Flowever, further experiments

are required to verify these suggestions.

!1:]::-::1.^|'.:-1
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